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Introduction 
The island of Nantucket has one active fire station 

servicing over 10,000 year-round residents. Fire Chief 

Paul Rhude is new to the island of Nantucket, having 

only spent one year here. However, he has made strides 

toward hiring more staff, creating policy change 

concerning public safety, and enforcing national 

standards on a department which had previously tended toward outdated standards. One 

important policy change that Chief Rhude implemented was that sirens and lights no longer need 

to be employed when responding to automatic alarms, hoping to reduce car accidents caused by 

people trying to get out of the way of emergency vehicles. 

Fire organizations work hard to keep communities safe every day. Fire stations not only 

provide fire suppression services, they also handle medical calls and other emergencies. 

Response time is one key metric which measures the 

effectiveness of a fire department. The response time 

of a fire department is defined as the length of time 

from when a call is dispatched to when fire personnel 

and equipment arrive at the scene. The national 

standard for fire response time is five minutes. It was 

found that the Nantucket Fire Department (NFD) is only meeting the 5-minute national standard 

39% of the time. In 2014, a WPI IQP team investigated the causes of Nantucket’s extended 

response time. According to their research, one of the causes is that direct paths to a scene from 

the fire station are often unavailable due to traffic, congestion, and limited staffing at the station 

(Brecher et al., 2014). Limited staffing can make it nearly impossible to respond to emergencies, 

because there are often concurrent calls with only enough staff to respond to one call at a time. 

Additionally, the 2014 team noted that traffic is a more significant problem in the summer, when 

there is a significant swell in population due to tourists.  

The purpose of this project was to assist the Nantucket Fire Department in reducing its call 

response time by exploring staffing and housing issues, station locations, and their dispatch 

information system. Currently, the NFD is understaffed, overworked, and hence out of 

compliance with the national response time standard (Table ES.1). In Nantucket, each firefighter 

handles nearly double the calls per person than the commonwealth average.  

“People pay a lot of money to live 

here on the island, they deserve to 

have the best quality of emergency 

services possible” (Rhude, 2016) 

“The national standard for response 

time is 5 minutes for 90% of calls with 

an additional 1 minute for gathering 

equipment” (NFPA 1710, 2015).  
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    Our team offered the NFD four 

recommendations that each address 

a specific problem. In combination, 

these recommendations provide 

mutual aid, increased staffing, and 

better response decision making, 

which all culminates in a lowered 

response time. The goal for these recommendations is to reduce response time and improve 

overall emergency performance, leading to a safer, more secure community. The four 

recommendations are as follow: 

 

1. Refine the dispatch information system: In order to perform useful analysis on call 

data, it first must be cleaned of anything that is not time sensitive or an emergency call. 

By refining the system used to record calls, no data cleaning would be necessary. If this 

process is streamlined, automatically cleaning calls when they are placed, then analysis 

can be performed immediately, and no resources would be wasted on manually cleaning 

the data. 

 

2. Implement a dynamic deployment system: Adding a dynamic deployment vehicle in 

the downtown area would help decrease response time in the downtown area. 

Additionally, it could tailor responses more towards the medical aspect of calls. Calls 

from downtown scenes constitute 60% of calls, and 45% of those calls are medical. By 

adding dynamic deployment vehicles downtown, the quality and speed of those calls 

would increase.  

 

3. Pursue the Siasconset station renovation:  The renovation of the Siasconset station not 

only helps improve response times in the Siasconset area, but also helps to lower the 

insurance ratings of the 2,328 buildings outside of the service radius of the proposed new 

fire station at 4 Fairground Road. Insurance rates are based off of a buildings’ proximity 

to a fire station, which is explained further in the recommendations section. By utilizing 

the station in Siasconset, vehicles would not have to drive through the congested 

downtown area before they respond to emergencies on the eastern end of the island. 

 

Develop the response time simulation into a program:  Our team developed a response time 

simulation, taking into consideration many factors of an emergency call. This program considers 

that all of our previous recommendations have been implemented. It uses dynamic deployment 

and the Siasconset station as two additional stations. Not only will the program tell the operator 

which station to deploy personnel from, but it will also determine the fastest route to a scene.  

Table ES.1: Comparison of NFD to Standards 
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Methodology 
The purpose of this project was to assist the Nantucket Fire Chief in reducing and improving 

the response time and the quality of performance of the Nantucket Fire Department by exploring 

all avenues for improving response efficiency such as providing housing for hiring additional fire 

personnel, enhancing firefighter training, adding or staffing additional fire station locations, and 

exploring other options for non-full time fire personnel. 

Objectives and Methods: 

1. Dispatch Call Information Data Analysis and Quality Control: Accessed and 

prepared the NFD’s call data to analyze key trends in emergency response performance. 

2. Assess current response time and readiness of the Nantucket Fire Department. 

3. Identify and interview different stakeholders to gain insight on opinions of the 

response time and potential ways to reduce the response time for the Nantucket Fire 

Department: Interviewed key personnel for specific insights in their perspective fields.   

4. Study and assess potential solutions to reduce the NFD response time: Researched 

other similar islands to figure out how they operate their various stations. 

5. Perform cost analysis on combinations of options to improve response time: 

Insurance quotes were received from various companies and we calculated how much 

money can be saved by implementing our recommendations. 

6. Provide detailed recommendations to the Fire Chief of the Nantucket Fire 

Department: Created recommendations based on our research and results. 

Response Time and Staffing Standards 

Response time is defined as the length of time from when a call is dispatched to when the fire 

department staff is on the scene. Fire department standards are set by an annual colloquium of 

fire chiefs and fire prevention analysts that are then summarized in multiple texts, including the 

National Fire Protection Agency’s (NFPA) guidelines (NFRIS, 2010). These standards were the 

basis of this project analysis. For response time, the relevant NFPA standards are numbers 1710 

and 1720, which are not legally binding, but are tracked by the state and other review bodies. 

These standards call for:  

 5-minute response time for 90% of calls 

 4-person minimum on 90% of calls for fires 

 3-person minimum for Basic Life Support (BLS): BLS is a level of medical care which 

is used for victims of life-threatening illnesses or injuries until they can be given full 
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medical care at a hospital. It can be provided by trained medical personnel, including 

emergency medical technicians, paramedics, and by qualified bystanders (NFPA, 2015). 

 4-person minimum for Advanced Life Support (ALS): ALS, also known as the 

Paramedic level of medical emergency services, is a set of life-saving protocols and 

skills that extend Basic Life Support to further support blood circulation and provide an 

open airway and adequate ventilation (NFPA, 2015): 

o The department must deploy sufficient resources to arrive within an 8-minute 

response time to 90 percent of all ALS incidents. 

o Minimum of two members trained at ALS level and two trained at the BLS level for 

all ALS calls. 

o ALS personnel need to complete over 3000 hours of rigorous life support training. 

Dispatch Information System Data Analysis 

and Quality Control 
        Fire departments alert emergency personnel to respond to calls and record the detailed 

statistics of each call using a dispatch information system. The system used by the NFD is based 

out of the joint-dispatch at the police station, and is a program licensed to the department. The 

program currently in use on Nantucket is in active development, and updates are frequent. It is 

unknown if there are cloud-storage capabilities, but this topic was discussed as potentially 

advantageous because data would not be deleted in the case of a power outage. 

Over the years, fire stations have evolved, broadening the types of calls handled. Fire 

departments now respond to much more than just fires. National organizations, such as the 

Federal Emergency Management Agency, have created a comprehensive code system to keep 

track of fire departments’ responsibilities (NFRIS, 2010). All calls are designated a code from 

100 to 900 depending on the broad nature of the call (Table ES.2). Calls are then further broken 

up into more specific subcategories. 

 

Table ES.2: Dispatch Incident Codes  
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At end of 2013, the NFD dispatch moved from the fire station to a joint-dispatch at the police 

station. Additionally, in 2014, the measurement of response time was redefined as the time from 

dispatch to arrival on scene. The previous definition of response time was between the time of 

alarm to arrival on scene to match the national standards. Figure ES.1 shows the difference 

between response times when using the two different metrics. 

 

Figure ES.1: Average Response Time 2007 to 2015 

Data Preparation and Cleaning 
        After understanding how incident codes operate, the call logs were cleaned, meaning that the 

call data was refined to only include certain calls. The system for recording call times is not 

automated, meaning that the data is prone to human error. Whether operators start calls too early, 

or end calls too late, there are errors and outliers in the data which may affect analysis of the 

response time. The following information outlines the steps in deleting unnecessary data: 

 

1. Delete any bad data points: Due to either human or system error, the dispatch system 

was filled with incorrect data points, such as 0-minute call responses, and 30-minute call 

responses, as well as some two-hour call responses. According to various fire personnel, 

many calls above 30 minutes or calls recorded as 0 minutes are inaccurate. While some 

calls do last above 30 minutes, the frequency of those calls is very rare. These data points 

skew not only average response time, but also the standard deviation. Thus, we 

determined that they should be deleted to maintain accuracy. 

 

2. Delete data that is not time sensitive or considered an emergency to respond to: 

Certain call types are not time sensitive cases or emergencies. For example, 900 type 
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calls are citizens’ complaints, and a 462 call is an aircraft standby. Neither of these call 

types are affected by the speed of response. For our analysis, they were removed from the 

data pool. 

 

Data Preparation Outcome: By correcting the data and deleting roughly 500 calls, the quality 

of the data improved. As previously mentioned, by taking out inaccurate data points and non-

time sensitive calls, the standard deviation of the data decreased (Table ES. 3). When the 

standard deviation decreases, the data values get closer together, which suggests that the data is 

more accurate and reliable. 

 

 

Table ES.3: Summary of Cleaned Data for 2015 

Findings 
In this section, an analysis of emergency response was developed, first by sharing basic 

insights into the volume and types of calls, then by describing what was found in terms of 

staffing, facilities, dynamic deployments, and response time simulation script. 

Call Volume and Type Findings: 

1. Response time is currently defined in the NFPA standards as the time from dispatch to 

arrival on scene of an emergency. 

2. The annual total of emergency calls to the NFD is increasing. 

3. Medical and false alarms make up about 80% of the calls. 

 

The first factor impeding emergency response is simply that the number of calls has 

increased by 32% from 2007 to 2015 (Figure ES. 2). 
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Figure ES.2: History of Call Volume with Trendline from 2007 to 2015 

Next, we examined the trend over time in each incident type (Figure ES. 3), which shows 

that the number of medical calls and false alarm calls have risen steadily since 2007, reaching 

45% and 37% of calls respectively. This upward trend in calls is largely responsible for the 

overall rise in calls since 2007 and indicates these two incident types have increased by about 

400 calls within nine years. Other incident types make up a smaller percentage of all emergency 

calls, which makes them have a smaller impact on total response time. 

 

 

Figure ES.3: Incident Types in 2007 versus 2015 

   The data collected is from calls all over the island (Figure ES. 4). The densest call area is 

downtown, including 60% of the emergency calls. The second densest area is Siasconset. If there 

is an emergency call in the Siasconset area, it typically takes over ten minutes to respond due to 

the location of the centralized station. There are 60 calls per month in the Siasconset area in the 
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summer and 30 calls per month in the winter. The current staffing situation in Nantucket is 

inadequate, which makes getting to the outer parts of the island difficult, especially when 

concurrent calls occur and there are not enough personnel on duty. 

 

Figure ES.4: Location of all calls in 2015 

NFD Staffing: 2016 & Beyond: 

The single most important cause of the NFD being out of compliance with national 

emergency response standards is inadequate staffing. Not only is the department short on staff, 

but they also respond to nearly double the calls per person compared to the rest of the 

commonwealth (Table ES. 4). This is partially due to their total lack of staffing, but also because 

of their small personnel shifts (Table ES. 5). 

 

 

Table ES.4: Average Calls per Person 

As previously mentioned, the standard response for fire is four people, and the response for 

medical is three people. In the winter, the NFD cannot respond to a fire call because they only 

have three people on duty at a time (Table ES. 5). This problem does not touch upon concurrent 
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calls. The department barely has enough people to respond to one call, let alone respond to many 

calls at once. The following list outlines our team’s findings concerning staffing in the NFD: 

 

1. Understaffing is due largely to lack of housing: Housing on the island is both 

expensive and hard to find. The average firefighter on Nantucket makes around $64,045 a 

year (Salary Genius, 2015). Even with this amount of money, finding housing is still a 

challenge due to various reasons.1 

 

2. The NFD is currently working to increase their staff: Four paramedics and four 

firefighters are proposed to be hired by the NFD in 2017. Some fire departments are 

reducing the number of career firefighters and adding volunteers, because the cost of two 

volunteers is about the same as one career firefighter (Beutner, 2012). Other communities 

and fire departments recruit college students to be volunteer firefighters (Beutner, 2012). 

The NFD has been actively exploring such creative, less expensive staffing options.  

 

3. The Town is negotiating the creation of an ALS level job under the NFD union 

contract: The NFD’s current union/town contract expires in 2017. With their previous 

contract expiring, this leaves the opportunity to add in new ALS jobs in their contract. 

 

4. On-call personnel are now alerted and asked to report to the station when the on-

duty emergency personnel are out of the building: Before this policy was enacted, the 

fire department only contacted on-call personnel when a concurrent call was logged. This 

new policy alerts on-call staff as soon as the on-duty personnel leave the station. The 

policy seems to contribute to the change in the response time trends for concurrent calls 

because it cuts out the time required for the on-call staff to get to the station before they 

deploy. 

 

                                                      
1 There is another IQP team working on affordable housing. To find out more in depth information on the Nantucket 

Housing Crisis, visit http://wp.wpi.edu/nantucket/projects/projects-2016/town-managers-office/ 
 

http://wp.wpi.edu/nantucket/projects/projects-2016/town-managers-office/
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Table ES.5: Current vs Proposed Personnel Analysis 

Facilities and Resources 

The NFD has all of their resources (Table ES. 6) located together in the downtown area. 

They used to have their facilities spread out across the island, but now they deploy out of a 

central station where all of the most essential equipment is stored. The following list outlines our 

team’s findings concerning facilities and resources. 

 

1. The NFD is operating out of one centralized location: The fire station currently 

deploys out of a central station in the downtown area (Figure ES. 5) and will be moving 

to the new station at 4 Fairgrounds, combined with the police station, once plans are 

approved.  

 
Table ES.6: Current NFD Resources 

 

 

2. The NFD has two inactive satellite stations: The NFD used to have three active 

stations, but now they only have one (Figure ES. 5). The satellite stations on either end of 

the island are different sizes and serve different purposes. The Madaket station is a shed 

that acts as a garage bay for an old fire truck. The Siasconset station is larger, housing 

two garage bays, a basement, and land with room for additions on the back and sides of 

the building. Additionally, there is a NFD owned vehicle on Tuckernuck for any 

emergencies that occur in that area. However, due to the lack of department personnel, 
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the keys are simply left in the truck for use by the residents of Tuckernuck during an 

emergency. 

 

3. Siasconset Station Reopening: The Siasconset station is large and in a convenient 

location to help decrease response time. 

Since there is space for potential additions, 

we recommend that the new station include 

24/7 bunk rooms for on-duty members. Not 

only is there space for on-duty members, 

but this renovation would also include a 

bunk room for off-duty and seasonal members. There are a few challenges to renovating 

this historic station, but the renovation plans and benefits will be discussed in more detail 

in our recommendations section. 

 

Figure ES.5: Geographic Locations of Fire Stations on Nantucket 

Dynamic Deployment: 

Dynamic deployment references a new idea for emergency response units to pre-allocate 

specialized vehicles in many locations to act as a basic station on wheels. This practice is 

becoming common in Europe, especially in cities with small streets (Ambulansforum, 2015). 

Vehicles range from Utility Task Vehicle (UTV) style to larger Sport Utility Vehicles (SUV) 

(Figure ES.6). The following findings relate to the need for dynamic deployment on Nantucket: 

 

1. The downtown area is dense with calls: Most calls are in the downtown area (60% in 

2015) with 45% of those calls being medical (1,395 medical calls). All of these calls are 

the NFD’s responsibility because there is no private ambulance service on Nantucket.  

 

 5 feet of setback is needed on the 

sides and rear of the property to 

comply with Nantucket zoning laws 

 Only 50% of the land can be built on 

Table 7: Current NFD Resources 
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2. The downtown area is a problem area: The downtown area has a lot of congestion, 

especially during the summer, which makes it difficult for an emergency response vehicle 

to mobilize. 

 

3. Change in medical treatment policies: The standard for medical response in 

Massachusetts has changed to treat people on scene instead of moving them to a hospital 

(NFD 2016). These vehicles are designed to bring equipment to a scene, instead of people 

to equipment. 

 

Figure ES.6: Two Potential Designs for Dynamic Deployment Vehicles (Left: UTV & Right: 

SUV) 

Response Time Simulation:  

    Using the locations of the new fire station, the Siasconset station, and the standby location for 

the proposed dynamic deployment vehicle, we created a Google maps API2 based simulation 

script to estimate response times. Our findings about the response time simulation are as follows: 

 

1. Simulation tools are useful for predicting results: Simulation tools can generate 

insight into spatial aspects of response time, and if used properly can predict how much 

time can be saved if the operator implements certain recommendations. 

 

2. The response time simulation results are promising (Figure ES.7): Implementing the 

recommendation to renovate the Siasconset station and employ the dynamic deployment 

vehicle caused 90% of calls to have a response time of less than 8 minutes. 

a. With implementing two recommendations, the 90% point of all calls decreases by 

4 minutes. 

b. Adding concurrent calls and traffic conditions will make the estimation more 

precise for time analysis, but will require a dedicated team to complete.  

 

                                                      
2 An API is a set of methods and tools that can be used for building software applications. 
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3. Plenty of room to develop the simulation into a program: There is potential for this 

simulation to be developed into a system for reducing response time by implementing 

more functions. With more functions added, the program could be able to3: 

a. Provide the best route for emergency vehicles 

b. Advise the most accessible station for each specific emergency call 

 

Figure ES.7: Response Improvement 2015 Actual versus 2017 Simulation (2,723 Calls Total) 

Recommendations 
The Nantucket Fire Department currently has a response time above the national standard 

due to under-staffing, facility centralization, and heavy seasonal traffic. These problems have 

multiple components that all connect to lead to an increased response time. Understaffing is the 

largest issue faced by the NFD (NFD Staffing Finding). The easiest way to remedy this would be 

to hire new people. However, there is nowhere to house new staff since the housing prices are so 

high on Nantucket.4 Normally, staff would be located at other fire stations, but since the island 

does not have fully staffed satellite stations, this does not offer a solution. Solving just one of 

these challenges would be both expensive and difficult, so finding a solution that incorporates 

each would be the most effective way to improve the time and quality of emergency responses. 

The following writing outlines our team’s recommendations to the NFD, with explanation of 

how each could improve NFD emergency response performance. 

 

                                                      
3 More details are provided in recommendation 4. 
4 Another 2016 IQP team worked on affordable housing. To find out more in depth information on the Nantucket 

Housing Crisis, visit http://wp.wpi.edu/nantucket/projects/projects-2016/town-managers-office/ 

http://wp.wpi.edu/nantucket/projects/projects-2016/town-managers-office/
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Recommendation 1: Refine the dispatch information system to improve data quality and 

availability for analysis. The fire station records every call, even if the call does not have any 

bearing on response time. To analyze response time, it is necessary to clean the data of irrelevant 

points. A potential future project would be to help the NFD find a way to automatically clean 

calls. If the fire department were to have two sets of data, cleaned and uncleaned, they could 

send the full data to the state as required, but still have cleaned data for statistical analysis. 

Developing the data information system would require programming and design skills consistent 

with that of WPI students, and could likely be completed within the seven week period of an 

IQP. In this potential project, the team would need to complete the following tasks in order to 

complete the system: 

● Compile a standard for clean data 

● Split data into two sets, clean and unclean 

● Develop a program that automatically cleans the data 

● Share information with the fire department  

 

Recommendation 2: Purchase and implement a dynamic deployment vehicle and deploy it 

as the Nantucket Fire Department’s first-responder downtown. A dynamic deployment 

vehicle would need to include all necessary ALS gear and be small and stable enough to handle 

Nantucket’s narrow cobblestone streets. The downtown area is prone to having many medical 

calls, especially during the summer (See Dynamic Deployment Finding). This is partially 

because of the cobblestone and rough sidewalks functioning as challenging walking surfaces for 

many visitors. One potential location for this vehicle for standby is in front of the sheriff's station 

because not only is it downtown, but it is also close to the Madaket side of the island. Having a 

vehicle that can access both the downtown area as well as parts of Madaket would be extremely 

valuable for decreasing response time. Multiple companies were contacted for comparable 

vehicles. Their estimates revealed that the cost of a dynamic deployment vehicle is extremely 

varied, ranging anywhere from $20,000-$300,000 based on vehicle type and the amount of 

customization required. One potential, less expensive solution is to provide one of the companies 

with a vehicle, such as an SUV, to be fitted with pre-fabricated equipment racks. Further analysis 

could be addressed by a future student project, and should be addressed as quickly as possible, as 

the simulation project shows a large potential improvement for response time and quality. To 

complete this recommendation, the fire department and future project teams should: 

● Determine necessary specifications to implement in the dynamic deployment vehicle 

● Contact multiple dynamic deployment vehicle customization companies for cost 

estimates including:  

○ Odyssey Specialty Vehicles (http://www.odysseysv.com) 

○ FastLane Emergency Vehicles (http://flev.com) 

○ PL Custom Emergency Vehicles (http://www.plcustom.com) 

http://www.odysseysv.com/
http://flev.com/
http://www.plcustom.com/
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● Designate funding within the budget for the vehicle or vehicles chosen 

● Train fire department personnel to ALS levels to fully utilize the vehicle with 2-3 

persons. 

  

Recommendation 3: Renovate and reopen the Siasconset fire station as a fully staffed 

station. This station is currently used as a garage to house older engines, and does not have any 

space for housing, offices, or bunk rooms. There are about 30 calls per month in the winter and 

about 60 calls per month in the summer in this area (NFD, 2016). An additional incentive for 

reopening the Siasconset fire station is that if the Siasconset station was renovated and expanded, 

the insurance rates in the Siasconset area would decrease substantially, as would the response 

times. We recommend that the data be shown to the town to support this statement, along with 

the simulation (Figure ES. 10). The potential savings in response time and potential to save lives 

could have a significant impact on Nantucket residents. In order to implement this change, the 

NFD would need town support and funding. To enact this recommendation as soon as reasonably 

possible, the town and fire department should: 

● Run a feasibility study 

● Establish funding 

● Build the addition 

● Increase staffing 

 

The recommended renovation is displayed in Figures ES.8 and ES.9. 

 

Figure ES.8: Top view of addition 

     This total addition of 3,486 square feet over two floors would allow housing for seasonal 

employees as well as providing capabilities for 24/7 staffing. There are two bunk rooms for 

seasonal employees, which would provide housing for four additional summer staff. The town 

owns the building, so they would not need to buy new property. This design would preserve the 

historic character of the building. 
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Figure ES.9: Floor plan of addition with labeled rooms 

     Our team found, through contacting multiple local insurance companies, that insurance rates 

are based on where a building is in comparison to a fire station. The least expensive insurance 

rates are on buildings located within a 5-mile radius of a staffed fire station. This radius has a 

dramatic effect on a building’s ISO5 rating, causing a large effect on annual insurance premiums. 

The current rating in the Siasconset area is an ISO 9 rating, while within the 5-mile radius of the 

centralized station there is an ISO 4 rating. If the Siasconset station were to be reopened and 

fully functional, 2,328 buildings would now qualify for lower ISO ratings (Figure ES. 10). 

Additionally, the reopening would result in savings for all properties that experience an ISO 

rating decrease. 

 

 

Figure ES.10: 5-mile insurance circles and savings based on ratings 

The renovation costs of the Siasconset station were roughly estimated to cost $1,743,000 

based on construction costs of $500 per square foot (Table ES.7). The upkeep and staffing is 

estimated to be $1,200,000 per year (Rhude, 2016). The total estimated annual insurance savings 

of $4,444,789 is based off the ISO rating changes, the number of buildings affected, and the 

                                                      
5 ISO is the International Organization for Standardization. They develop and publish International Standards for a 

variety of fields from fire protection insurance to medical devices. 
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median value of the houses affected. It is important to note that the savings do not go directly to 

the town, they go to the property owners affected. The town could potentially explore the 

designation of fire protection districts into the town, which would allow for specialized taxes that 

could go directly to the fire department. 

 

Table ES.8: Estimated Annual Costs and Insurance Savings of Siasconset Reopening 

Recommendation 4: Use and further develop the simulation software. To estimate future 

response times, a basic simulation script was developed that implements Google Maps API. The 

simulation script can be optimized to conduct cost analysis precisely based on the NFD call data 

by predicting how much response time will be reduced when the solution has been proposed. For 

the NFD to determine the most cost effective solution, they first should:  

● Decide new station locations 

● Hire more staff 

● Implement dynamic deployment 

 

This script could be further developed to reduce response time through optimizing routes and 

choosing the best stations to deploy from. Therefore, it would be advantageous to have this 

program further developed after the previous two recommendations are implemented. To 

develop the simulation further, the following steps should be taken: 

1. The script should be able to determine which station is the most accessible location for a 

specific emergency call. Based on the existing simulation script, this step is easily 

developed and could be done first in two months. In the case that this step is undertaken 

by a WPI IQP, the group should include all time influential factors such as concurrent 

calls, extreme weather, and extreme traffic as variables, and add them to the script. Once 

those variables are added, the team should create a user-friendly interface to let people in 

the fire department access the program easily. 

 

2. After a user interface is made, the system can be further optimized. The program can be 

improved to find the best route to the emergency site. In the summer, there is a lot of 

congestion in the downtown area, which makes it difficult for emergency vehicles to 

reach their destinations. Through machine learning and algorithm optimization, this 

system can give advice as to what the fastest route for emergency vehicles is, and 

eventually it should be able to show detours to avoid congested areas. Finding the fastest 

route when there is traffic will be difficult to implement. The group that develops this 
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simulation should devise the algorithms by themselves instead of implementing Google 

API, which takes time. The time it takes to develop the system will be based on the 

technical ability of the group in charge of designing this system.  

 

We recommend that this potential project be considered by the Nantucket Project Center in 

conjunction with WPI Fire Protection Engineering or WPI Computer Science majors and the 

NFD. This project could be organized as an Interactive Qualifying Project (IQP) or Major 

Qualifying Project (MQP). To determine the most appropriate methods to work on this project, 

the following necessary knowledge should be taken into consideration. The team must fully 

understand the following topics: 

● Traffic circumstances in Nantucket  

● Call codes used by the fire department 

● How to code the necessary recommendations for the simulation 

● How to share this simulation with the fire department and educate them on its use 

 

Table ES.8 summarizes the initial costs of Siasconset renovations and the dynamic deployment 

vehicle. 

 

Table ES.9: Cost of Proposed Fire Department Additions 

The GIS maps below estimate how much the response time would be reduced after all three 

recommendations, including the new fire station, the Siasconset fire station, and the dynamic 

deployment standby location, have been implemented (Figure ES.11). Compared to the 2015 

data, the downtown area in the simulation data is covered by green dots, which designates less 

than 5 minutes of response time. In the Siasconset area in 2015, the map is dominated by larger 

than 10 minute response times. After simulation implementation, the response times improve 

considerably. 
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Figure ES.11: 2015 Call Data Compared to Simulation Results of Recommendation Locations 

Conclusion 
This project has been a great learning experience for the whole team. Not only have we gained 

individual skills such as coding, GIS mapping, and Excel graphing, but we have also learned 

how to cooperate and coordinate with other people in a team. We have learned how to work 

together on an in-depth project, conduct interviews, and write a report. On top of working with 

other students, we also learned how to conduct ourselves in a professional setting. The fire 

department has been an integral part of our project, and working with them has showed us not 

only how a fire department runs, but what it means to truly devote yourself to bettering the 

community for others. The fire station runs on mutual respect, discipline, and order, all things 

that will help us later in our personal and professional lives. Nothing would get done without the 

firefighters respecting each other and the engines and ambulances wouldn't work without proper 

maintenance done every day.   
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CONTINUATION OF THE REPORT IS 

ADDITIONAL RESEARCH CONDUCTED 

AND IS TO BE TREATED AS AN 

INFORMATIONAL APPENDIX. 
 

2 Background 
The Nantucket Fire Department is struggling to meet the standards for response time. This 

chapter is intended to provide detailed information on the problems faced by the department as well as a 

comparison to other fire departments. To fully understand the problem, the team will also assess the 

limitations to implementing the solutions. 

2.1 Fire Departments and Response Time 

Fire departments are multiple disciplinary emergency response teams. Some types of emergency 

calls responded to include fires, medical calls, hazardous conditions (no fire), good intent calls, and false 

alarms/calls. 

2.1.1 Response Time 

The quantitative metrics used to determine if a fire department is operating effectively is incident 

response time. Incident response time is defined as the length of time from when a call is dispatched to 

when the fire department staff is on the scene. This is different from the common conception that the 

clock for response time starts when the 911 call begins. There is a delay, usually around 1-2 minutes 

during the call when the dispatcher alerts the staff to equip gear and prepare a vehicle to be dispatched 

and leave the station. Although response time is not the only measurement of the effectiveness of a fire 

department, our analysis primarily focused on it as it is the value that gives the most insight. 

2.1.2 Emergency Medical Services (EMS) 

In addition to fire related calls, in the past few decades, fire departments expanded their responses 

to include emergency medical response. As of 2011, EMS calls made up 44% of all reported calls within 

Massachusetts (Coan, 2011). In comparison, the next largest category, false alarms and false calls, only 

made up 16% of the calls. The distribution of various categories of recorded fire department calls (Coan, 

2011) can be seen in Figure 1 below. 
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Figure 12: Fire Department Calls by Incident Type 

Within the EMS category shown in Figure 1 above, there are multiple types of response 

including: transport, first aid/check for injuries, basic life support (BLS), and advanced life support 

(ALS). The percentages of the various types of medical response calls recorded between 2001 and 2009 

(Coan, 2011) are shown below in Figure 2. 
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Figure 13: Leading Actions Taken During EMS Calls 2001-2009 

2.1.3 Standards 

Standards are not laws; however, they are recommendations set forth by a group of experienced 

leaders and analysts. Fire department standards are set by an annual colloquium of fire chiefs and fire 

prevention analysts that are then summarized in multiple texts including the National Fire Protection 

Agency’s own NFPA guidelines. For this project, relating to response time, the relevant NFPA standards 

are 1710 and 1720. 

NFPA 1710 

The NFPA 1710 document encompasses general guidelines for fire departments. In this 

document, there is no distinction between unionized, nonunionized, and volunteer departments. Two 

important standards are those with quantitative values that departments can easily compare their averages 

with. Those standards are as follows: 

● 5-minute response time for 90% of calls with an additional 1 minute for gathering equipment 

● 4-person minimum on 90% of calls for fires 

  

In addition, the document also explains the meaning of response time, defined as “the time 

interval that begins when a unit is in route to the emergency incident and ends when the unit arrives at the 

scene.” In the 2010 edition of NFPA 1710, the following was added: “The travel times for units 

responding on the first alarm were clarified to indicate the first unit must arrive within 4 minutes’ travel 

time and all units must arrive within 8 minutes’ travel time.” Travel time is the responsibility of the 
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fire/ems department, but often dependent on factors not in their control, such as distance to the scene and 

dense traffic conditions. 

Specific Response Times for the 3 Emergency Medical Response Levels 

In addition to fire department standards, NFPA 1710 also sets quantitative standards for medical 

emergency response times. The standards are summarized in the list below from least to most severe. 

● First Responder with AED 

○ All personnel must be at this level at a minimum and crews must be able to arrive within 

a 4-minute (240 second) response time to 90% of all medical emergency incidents. 

●  BLS - Basic Life Support 

○ Additional training and licensing required (approximately 300hrs) 

○ Crews must be able to arrive within a 4-minute (240 second) response time to 90% of all 

medical emergency incidents. 

● ALS - Advanced Life Support (EMT-Paramedic) 

○ Completed rigorous training on further life support (approximately 3000hrs) 

○ The department must also deploy sufficient resources to arrive within an 8-minute (480 

second) response time to 90 percent of all emergency medical incidents. 

○ Minimum of 2 members trained at ALS level and 2 at the BLS for all ALS calls. 

NFPA 1720 

The NFPA 1720 standard addresses the differences between various types of emergency response 

departments. Described within are the regulations for unionized, non-unionized, and volunteer fire 

departments. Since this project is focused on assisting a unionized department, only the union fire 

department standards will be used as reference material. The NFPA 1720 document states that personnel 

responding to fires and other emergencies shall be organized into company units or response teams and 

shall have appropriate apparatus and equipment. In our analysis of the department, the team will compare 

the available resources on Nantucket to what is recommended by this document. Additionally, upon 

assembling the necessary resources, on call firefighters “shall have the capability to safely initiate an 

initial attack within 2 minutes’ 90 percent of the time” (NFPA 1720, 2015). This data will be used as a 

goal for the on-call aspect of the NFD.  

2.2 Current Nantucket Fire Department Situation 

The Nantucket Fire Department is currently struggling with meeting the national standard for 

response time. This is not attributed to just one thing though, there are many parts of the puzzle that are 

missing. 
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2.2.1 Nantucket Fire Department Resources 

 
Figure 14: Nantucket Fire Department Location 

Nantucket has one central station which is located at 131 Pleasant Street (Figure 3). Along with 

the central station, the NFD has three satellite stations which are essentially garages: 

● Siasconset Station located on the east part of the island, 10 West Sankaty Rd 

● Madaket Station located on the west part of the island, 293 Madaket Rd 

● Tuckernuck Station (shed) on Tuckernuck Island 

Among all four fire stations, only the central station is staffed, the other three remain unstaffed as 

storage locations for vehicles. The Nantucket Fire Department has forty members including, sixteen 

career firefighters with EMT skills, and nine on call firefighters, six of which have EMT skills. The fire 

department keeps three personnel shifts in the winter and four personnel shifts in the summer.  

In addition to the staffing challenges, the team must address the available resources. The current 

vehicle resources are shown in Figure 4. There is no private ambulance service on Nantucket, so all 

ambulance transports are performed by the fire department. Additionally, for all MedFlight6 landings, a 

fire engine was previously required to be on standby at the hospital; however, since the hospital is 

currently renovating the landing pad, the fire department now must only transport the patient between the 

hospital and airport. The airport is a gated in area, so when the MedFlight lands and takes off the fire 

department does not need to have an engine there. In the future, the hospital will have a gated area for 

MedFlight, so the fire department will have a substantial less amount of calls related to MedFlight. 

                                                      
6 MedFlight: an emergency response airlifting company that provides transport to hospitals. Nantucket uses Boston 

MedFlight: http://www.bostonmedflight.org/  

http://www.bostonmedflight.org/
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Figure 15: Vehicle Resources of Nantucket Fire Department 

New Fire Station 

The Nantucket Fire Department proposed to build a new fire station in a location that could 

provide more reliable operations and support, and was meant to divide the work with the Central Station. 

This new project was proposed around 2008 with the goal of shortening the response time of the fire 

department by enabling the NFD management to spread out their personnel more effectively. Based on 

the report that was written two years ago, Peter Morrison, one of our sponsors, suggested the location of 

the new fire station as 4 Fairgrounds Road shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. The new fire station project 

got approved $15 million in funding for construction and an extra $2 million in funding for the facility at 

the 2015 Annual Town Meeting (The Inquirer and Mirror, Nov. 2015). The architect’s latest reevaluation 

from early 2016 increased the estimated cost to $20 million and the Nantucket finance committee denied 

the proposal, requesting more cost-effective building methods (Worth, 2016). 
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Figure 16: Potential Location of New Fire Station 

 
Figure 17: Distance between Nantucket Fire Department and Potential Location of New Fire Station 
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2.2.2 Reasons for Long Response Time 

The 2014 IQP (Brecher, Sauer, Smith, & Wolf, 2014) reported that the two major problems 

causing the long response times are traffic and concurrent calls. Most of the calls are within 2-4 miles, but 

the response time of these calls are usually longer than the national standard. Of the calls that fall within 2 

miles, 45% have a 10-minute response time. The center of town is heavily congested, which causes the 

fire trucks that leave from the central station to have to take less efficient paths. This then lengthens the 

travel duration to the location of the emergency. 

From the Annual Town Report for 2014 (Town of Nantucket, 2014), the NFD department 

responded to 2,869 Emergency Calls with an additional 2,114 Service and Inspection calls. According to 

the report, the possibility that the fire department will encounter concurrent calls is rising every year 

(Table 1). The fire chief also noted that the number of people and houses will continue to increase in the 

following years and that this could cause an exponential growth in the number of concurrent calls if the 

department does not address the staffing and the other needs of the department.   

Year No. of calls annually Daily average (1/365 of annual) Growth in demand (1979 = 100) 

1979 570 1.6 calls 100 

1990 1,322 3.6 calls 232 

2000 2,444 6.7 calls 429 

2013 3,773 10.3 calls 662 

Table 10: Annual Calls for Emergency and Non-Emergency Service: 1979 - 2013 

2.3 Related Departments 

To gain a better understanding of the Nantucket Fire Department’s issues, the team compared the 

NFD to other island fire departments as well as fire departments in Massachusetts. Block Island and 

Martha’s Vineyard, while varying in size, are like Nantucket since they are islands with seasonal 

populations. 

Nantucket is approximately 45 square miles with a population density of 226.2 people per square 

mile (US Census Bureau, 2010). Comparatively, Worcester, MA has 528.6 people per square mile with 

1,510.7 square miles. This means that for Nantucket, there are roughly five people per mile, where in 

Worcester there are .35 people per mile, making Nantucket a densely-populated area (US Census Bureau, 

2010). In addition to the density being a setback, the fire department is not as thoroughly staffed as the 

other islands. If you look at Block Island, they have 19 staff and only 9.7 square miles of land. In 

comparison, Nantucket has 40 staff with almost five times the land. Theoretically Nantucket should have 

five times the number of staff while in reality it only has double. The table below (Table 2) shows how 

each island has a different ratio of square miles to fire department personnel. Nantucket’s ratio is almost 

equal whereas Block Island has almost double the personnel compared to their mileage. 
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 Nantucket Block Island Martha’s Vineyard 

Square Miles 35 28 164 

Fire Department Personnel 40 38 198 

Table 11: Miles Versus Personnel 

The suggested radius of coverage for each fire station is around 1.5 miles. On Block Island, with 

a size of 9.7 square miles, two fire stations cover the island. With a square mileage five times the size of 

Block Island, Nantucket would ideally have five times as many fire stations as Block Island. However, 

Nantucket has three fire stations, only one of which is regularly staffed. While Martha’s Vineyard suffers 

from a similar lack of fire stations, it makes up for this shortcoming with more engines and manpower. 

Each station on Martha’s Vineyard is fully staffed and equipped with equipment to account for the 

increased radius of the station. At the Oak Bluffs Fire Station alone, there are 80 on call firefighters, and 

the station has four engines, one ladder truck, three ambulances, one helicopter, and four miscellaneous 

fire department vehicles. On the entirety of Nantucket, there are only three fire engines and three 

ambulances, and 15 of the island’s 40 firefighters are volunteers. The table below (Table 3) depicts, just 

how under equipped the NFD is. 

 

 

 

 Nantucket Block Island Martha’s Vineyard 

Engines 5 2 9 

Tankers 2 unknown unknown 

Ladder Trucks 1 1 2 

Ambulances 4 2 4 

Specialty Units 3 1 5 

Boats 0 0 2 

Helicopters 0 0 1 

# Fire Departments 1 1 3 

# Fire Stations 1 2 5 

Table 12: Island Fire Department Resources 
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Currently the Nantucket Fire Department does not have enough staffed stations to be considered 

up to standard. As previously stated in the NFPA 1710 document, to be considered standard, each fire 

department should have a station that can reach any part of Nantucket in about five minutes. When you 

also take into account that many of Nantucket’s roads are narrow and unpaved, it becomes even more 

important to have at least equal to, or even more than the suggested number of fire stations. To compare 

the distances between stations, the team used the OLIVER GIS system to locate where the fire 

departments of both Worcester and Nantucket are (Figure 7). The radius drawn is about a mile and a half. 

 

Figure 18: GIS Fire Station Comparison Worcester v. Nantucket 

As shown, Worcester has many stations where their radii overlap, whereas Nantucket has no 

overlap. Along with ensuring at least one fire station will make it to a site on time, having multiple 

stations can increase the number of firefighters responding to a scene and allow for more accessibility 

specialty equipment such as ladder trucks. It also lets them respond to concurrent calls because one 

station can fill in for an on call station so that there are no gaps in coverage. This overlap makes 

Worcester’s response time faster. Adding more stations could lower Nantucket’s response time and take 

some of the pressure off the current firefighters. 

In Brentwood, California there was a fire that took the fire department twelve minutes to respond 

to. This resulted in 600 residents being left without power (Beutner, 2012). This number could have been 

much lower if their response time wasn’t so high. What many people might not realize is that insurance 

companies classify each town by how fast their response times are. The scale, ISO7,  goes from 1-10, 1 

being the best and 10 being the worst. In a 2004 study, it was found that Nantucket’s ISO was at a 3-4 in 

downtown (Deadly Delays: The Decline of Fire Response, 2005). Due to being more than 5 miles from a 

staffed fire station and not having a fire hydrant within 1000 feet, the outskirts of the island on both the 

Madaket and Siasconset side receive a rating of 9-10 as shown in Figure 8.  

                                                      
7 Insurance Service Office - This is a, for profit, organization that provides statistical information on risk.  
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Figure 19: Five Miles Radius around The Central Station 

2.4 Island Housing 

One solution to our complex problem of lowering the NFD response time would be to hire new 

firefighters and paramedic personnel for the on season. To do so, the NFD would either need to have they 

can find housing themselves. In the special case of the NFD, neither option is likely viable at the present 

time. 

There are two ways to try and fix our housing problem: first, the firefighters who are coming to 

work on the island could pay for their own lodging, or the NFD could have a place to put them while they 

stay on the island. Unfortunately, Nantucket is a very expensive place to live because it is such a popular 

island for tourism. For example, to stay in a one-bedroom studio cottage is 175 dollars a night. To stay in 

a two-bedroom studio cottage goes up to 620 dollars a night and a three-bedroom cottage is 1,020 dollars 

a night. If these rates stay constant throughout the summer season that would come out to be 5,250 – 

30,600 dollars a month just to have a place to live, this wouldn’t cover any other expenses. To put this 

into perspective, the average firefighter in Nantucket makes 64,045 dollars a year, which means that 

trying to have incoming firefighters pay for their own lodging doesn’t make any sense (Salary Genius, 

2015). 

The next option would be for the NFD to provide housing that could be used specifically for 

incoming firefighters and paramedic personnel. Just as before, however, prices of houses and land lots are 

expensive. The average house on Nantucket costs an average of 2.5 million dollars, which does not 

provide a cost-effective solution for our housing needs. Fortunately, according to the previous IQP team, 

there are several places that would be ideal to build fire department personnel housing on. The first 

location would be an old police station (Figure 9) in the downtown area which is close to the town center 

and would be easy to repurpose since it is already a government run property.  The second spot would be 
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an empty lot that the town owns (Figure 10) which gives nice access to both Madaket and the main town. 

The third spot is actually already a “satellite” station (Figure 11) which houses the NFD’s smallest fire 

engine already. This station is basically just a garage, so it would be nice if the NFD could repurpose this 

space as a barracks or at the very least a place to put both the firetruck and some additional personnel. 

  

 
Figure 20: First Fire Station Recommendation 
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Figure 21: Second Fire Station Recommendation 

 
Figure 22: Third Fire Station Recommendation 
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Part of the reason why housing is so expensive on the island is because of all the conservation 

land and other restrictions that the island imposes on building. Close to 50% of the island is owned by 

private conservation companies. This is good for the environment and wildlife that live there, but is 

unfortunate for people since it drives the price of the useable land up. On top of what is already 

conservation land, the government just passed tax incentives for conservation restrictions that makes 

donating land or money to any conservation companies more beneficial to the person. These benefits 

include raising the deduction that can be taken off taxes, extending the amount of time you can use said 

deduction and farmers can deduct 100% of their income (Nantucket Land Council, 2016). 

2.5 Reducing Response Time 

To find out how to help the Nantucket Fire Department’s response time, the team considered 

what other places are doing to improve their response time. We started with the general subject, broke it 

down into individual ideas, and then summed it all up. 

1. How other fire stations deal with low staffing 

2. Using satellite/forward stations to reduce response time 

3. Partnering with other agencies 

4. Seasonal housing options 

5. Summary 

 

2.5.1 How other fire stations deal with low staffing 

One of the major issues that the Nantucket Fire Department is facing is understaffing. “Fire 

companies usually consist of two to five firefighters, led by a company officer (usually a lieutenant or 

captain)” (Cortez, 2001). Based on tests conducted by Fire Technology in 2001, it was shown that the 

more hands available in a fire station, the faster essential fire department tasks can be completed, and the 

easier it is to complete more complex tasks like constructing a ladder or unwinding a fire hose. 

Conversely, understaffing can cause reduced effectiveness, which could lead to property loss among other 

problems. If the fire department does not have enough people on call, their response time will be slower 

and the effects of the emergency will be worse. This is because understaffing can result in situations 

where fire personnel at an active scene may not have the backup needed to be safe in all situations, thus, 

resulting in a potentially dangerous situation for responding fire personnel. 

The National Fire Protection Agency describes the ideal crew size as follows; “In the initial 

stages of an incident where only one crew is operating… a minimum of four individuals shall be required, 

consisting of two individuals working as a crew in the hazardous area and two individuals present outside 

this hazardous area” (NFPA, 2007). The following graph (Figure 12) shows how the number of 

firefighters relates to effectiveness during a test. This test required teams to carry a 24’ extension ladder 

75’, raise it to the third floor, advance 1.5” line up ladder, force entry, remove victim, and flow water. In 

this scenario, effectiveness is based on the time it takes the firefighters to complete this test. Although it 

may seem that this could be a one-person job, the more hands they had the faster they went, and the faster 
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the firefighters go, the more lives and objects they can save. Currently the Nantucket Fire Department has 

three person shifts, and looking at the graph, it would be more efficient if they had four to six on a crew. 

In short, this means that in order to be effective with more than one call at a time, the department would 

need to quadruple the number of personnel per shift. 

 

 
Figure 23: Test Averages for All Iterations per Crew Size 

Some fire departments are reducing the number of career firefighters and adding volunteers, 

because the cost of two volunteers is about the same for one career firefighter (Beutner, 2012). In some 

communities and fire departments many volunteer firefighters are college students (Beutner, 2012). This 

could be an issue for Nantucket because if the NFD were to rely on college students, once students go 

back to school, there are no more volunteers. Such a solution would not necessarily be an option for the 

NFD since most of the population in Nantucket is either retired or has a job that does not allow for them 

to go through the training necessary to become a firefighter, and few college students could afford to 

spend the summer on Nantucket. 

Another option would be to provide living for the firefighters. The Auburn Fire Department in 

Alabama provides living quarters in the fire stations (Beutner, 2012). Unfortunately, the Nantucket 

stations do not have enough space to house any workers. Thus, to provide housing, Nantucket would 

either must find land to build fire personnel housing on, rent rooms for fire personnel, or expand the 

stations so there would be enough room for living. 

Many fire departments rely on neighboring towns for extra staff, but Nantucket is unique in the 

way that they are an island with no connection to the mainland or any neighboring settlements to call on. 

In North Carolina, only the large cities used to be able to afford full-time firefighters, and that left the 

more rural areas with the same issue that Nantucket struggles with. Now North Carolina can support the 

whole state by having cities work together (Cortez, 2015). 
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2.5.2 Using Satellite/Forward Stations to Reduce Response Time 

Satellite/Forward Station Use 

Throughout the United States, fire departments are working to solve the problem of growing 

response times by spreading out the distribution of on-duty firefighters between multiple stations to cover 

a larger area. In more populated areas, these stations are almost always fully staffed and able to operate 

independently from the central station. In more rural areas, these forward stations tend to be staffed only 

part-time and receive their dispatched calls from the central station. These substations are necessary to 

keep the response times of the department within the standard of 5 minutes for 90% of all calls. It is 

recommended by the NFPA 1710 that staffed stations are spaced approximately 1-2 miles apart in urban 

regions and up to 5 miles apart in rural areas (Toregas, Swain, ReVelle, & Bergman, 1971). 

Nantucket’s Situation 

Unlike the national models, in Nantucket, the only station that is staffed is the central station. The 

satellite stations that are on Nantucket are used as storage locations for the reserve vehicles and 

equipment and are not staffed. There is hope of renovating the Siasconset satellite station to allow for 

24/7 staffing, with a $100,000 budget proposed for examination in early 2017. However, there is concern 

that once the building is renovated, Nantucket will be unable to staff the forward station, as they are 

already understaffed at the central station (Rhude, 2016). 

2.5.3 Partnering with other Agencies 

Staffing Challenges and Benefits of Partnering with Other Agencies 

Rapid urban expansion and the ensuing use of resources challenges land and resource managers, 

urban planners, governing entities, and emergency service agencies. According to fire Chief Rhude, the 

number of personnel per shift has decreased from 5 year-round to 3 in the winter and to 4 in summer, 

making the staffing problem the main issue for the fire department. Understaffing is a problem for many 

reasons, with the most significant being the lack of capability to handle with concurrent calls. Since it is 

not practical for the NFD to build multiple new fire stations in a couple of years, one of the solutions is 

partnering with other agencies on the island. There are many potential agencies that can partner with 

NFD. This solution takes less time than building new satellite stations and can efficiently help with 

staffing issues. 

Potential Partner Agencies 

There are a couple of agencies on the island that the Nantucket Fire Department already 

collaborate with. The Nantucket Land Bank has a program of conducting prescribed burn programs on 

conserved lands, with some of the NFD staff taking part as a training exercise. Multiple members of the 

Nantucket Public Works (NPW), located at 188 Madaket Rd, are currently undergoing firefighter training 

including the supervisor of NPW. The other cross-trained firefighters are those who work at the airport on 

the crash crews. 
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Seasonal Workforce 

In using a seasonal workforce, the Nantucket Fire Department is trying to model the Amherst Fire 

Department Student Force, which is independent to the Amherst Fire Department. For the AFD, the 

Student Force is one of the three forces that make up the Amherst Fire Department. They have their own 

company and engines, as well as 36 personnel. The Student Force can be trusted because they receive the 

same training as the career firefighters. Students get about 70 hours of intense training in the heat of 

August and they continue to train weekly (Lederman, 2015). The Nantucket Fire Department is trying to 

hire a student workforce to deal with summer time inflation. If the NFD could find student firefighters 

from Universities, then the number of staff on island will drastically increase during the summer, which 

could improve response times. 

  

2.5.4 Seasonal Housing Options 

When summer starts, the population increases, as does the workforce that provides all the services 

that makes towns run so smoothly. Nantucket is no different in terms of demand for its labor, however, it 

doesn’t currently have the infrastructure to support all of the people who come and work over the 

summer. 

Nantucket’s policy for municipal workers is typically that housing is not provided. If a municipal 

worker is considering summer work there, then they need to hope that the employer offers housing or has 

rental arrangements. If that is not the case, then the employee must try and find on island housing either 

by using the classified section in Nantucket's local newspaper “The Inquirer and Mirror” or by posting 

flyers with accommodation requirements around the main town. Such a process is tedious and difficult 

and for many part time workers, the time commitment of securing living arrangements is a reason for 

them to not apply for the job. For seasonal firefighters who already must work 2-3 other jobs to afford the 

housing, the commitment to finding housing is difficult on Nantucket, 

One solution to this problem would be to provide housing for any seasonal and full time staff. 

The Charles M. Russell National Wildlife Refuge in Montana does this with their seasonal firefighters. 

CMR needs more help in the dry season fighting bushfires so when they put out ads for seasonal fire 

personnel they also provide their housing. CMR has 3 different bunkhouses that are offered as residences 

to their on-call firefighters. It is government housing, which means that rooms are shared with other 

seasonal firefighters and they need to bring their own sheets and other bedding materials. This makes the 

cost of living much more reasonable since it is a communal living area. Such a simple and effective 

strategy won’t work well on Nantucket because they don’t have the land or the resources to try and put up 

several bunkhouses. This also doesn’t help anyone who has a family as bunkhouses are communal living 

and don’t support a family life very well. 

Another way to try and supply housing for incoming staff is by providing them housing, but 

subtracting their rent from their salary on a regular basis. Glacier National Park in Montana uses this 

business model, subtracting rent on a bi-weekly basis with the cost generally from 60-160$ depending 

upon where the housing is located. This might be a viable strategy for Nantucket, but it depends on if they 

could secure a spot to build housing on and how much money they would charge. 
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Other parks across the US will either offer housing for a short period of time and have you camp 

outside for the rest of the time, or flat out don’t offer any housing. A forestry fire technician job in Port 

Angeles, Washington offers no help or housing whatsoever. In the job description, it just says “no 

government housing” and it assumes that you will be able to find your own housing. In that case, Port 

Angeles is a big town, so finding housing isn’t a problem, but it is good to see that Nantucket isn’t the 

only one who makes their seasonal workforce find their own housing. 

 

2.5.5 Summary 

In summary, the team will be assessing the viability of 4 options: increasing staff, designating 

satellite stations, partnering with other agencies, and increasing the availability of housing. No singular 

option will suffice, so we will be assessing these options together. How we will be assessing the options 

will be addressed in the following methodology chapter. 
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3 Methodology 
Mission Statement: The purpose of this project was to assist the Fire Chief in reducing and improving the 

response time and the quality of performance of the Nantucket Fire Department by exploring all avenues 

for improving response efficiency such as providing housing for hiring additional fire personnel, 

enhancing firefighter training, adding or staffing additional fire station locations, and exploring other 

option for non-full time fire personnel. 

Objectives: 

● Assess current response time and readiness of the Nantucket Fire Department. 

● Identify and interview different stakeholders to gain insight on opinions on the response time and 

potential ways to reduce the response time for the Nantucket Fire Department. 

● Study and assess potential solutions to reduce the NFD response time. 

● Perform cost analysis on combinations of options to improve response time. 

● Provide detailed recommendations to the Fire Chief of the Nantucket Fire Department. 

 

To address these objectives the team followed the methodology outlined in Figure 13.  As shown 

in this figure we, took the four options that we were given for reducing response time and went through 

each of the objectives. Below, we will describe in more detail how the team will describe the specific 

methods used for each objective and outlined in this figure. 
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Figure 24: Methodology Flowchart 
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3.1 Assess Efficiency of the Nantucket Fire Department 

This project builds off the analysis from a WPI student report similar to this one completed in 

2014 (Brecher, Sauer, Smith, & Wolf, 2014). To begin our project, the team assessed the current 

efficiency of the Nantucket Fire Department by breaking up response times as a function of location, 

multiple calls, and staffing levels, over the past few years. To further our comparison study, we compared 

the national standards to the data provided to us by the Fire Department, as illustrated in Table 4 in the 

results section. The national standards were then incorporated in a cost benefit analysis of various 

solutions to response time and staffing issues. In this section, we discuss: 

1. GIS Mapping 

i. Prepare the call data 

ii. GIS Mapping system 

2. Categorical analysis 

3. Historical analysis 

3.1.1 GIS Mapping 

Prepare the Call Data 

To analyze the response times of the NFD for the past few years, the team obtained the database 

of all calls and response times for approximately 24,000 emergency calls between January, 2007 through 

to June, 2016. Using this data set, the team started our analysis in Microsoft Excel, using formulas to 

calculate the response time and the total time for each emergency call by comparing the time of dispatch, 

arrival, and completion. We also concatenated the street locations into a single text string to be in a format 

that could be geocoded easily. 

GIS Mapping System 

Once the team had the emergency data response times linked to street addresses, a batch Google 

API based online geocoder8 was used to take the street locations and return the latitude and longitude. To 

visualize the calls and how the response time varied with location, we used GISMap to take the data and 

show it in a more visual manner. GISMap inputs excel files of geocoded location data and plots the data 

by year, response time and emergency type onto a map in reference to a coordinate plane. To get a full 

representation of the data, we broke it down in a couple of different ways: by year, by time, and by the 

type of call. The plots were then labeled and used to examine the current state of response time for the 

Nantucket Fire Department and the trends over time. For example, in Figure 14, all of the calls were 

displayed by response time to the emergency. Additional maps like Figure 14 can be found in chapter 4: 

Results as well as in Appendix B. 

 

                                                      
8 batch Google API based online geocoder used was: http://www.findlatitudeandlongitude.com/batch-

geocode/ 

http://www.findlatitudeandlongitude.com/batch-geocode/
http://www.findlatitudeandlongitude.com/batch-geocode/
http://www.findlatitudeandlongitude.com/batch-geocode/
http://www.findlatitudeandlongitude.com/batch-geocode/
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Figure 25: The distribution of different call times for 2016 

3.1.2 Categorical Analysis and Typology 

Once the team had the data plotted and separated for response time, location, and type, we then 

analyzed the data for trends in the different types of calls. To examine if there were trends for each 

incident type, we counted the occurrence of the incident types per each year, then compiled the results in 

charts to see trends in each one. Besides the analysis for each incident types through 2007-2015, a pie 

chart was made to show percentage distribution of nine different incident types. These charts were 

compiled in the Results chapter. 

3.1.3 Historical Analysis 

The team analyzed the gathered data by comparing what was found to the data from previous 

years. By analyzing the trends in the data over time, the team was able to notice irregularities such as the 

one shown in Figure 18 in the Results chapter where there was a significant drop in the average response 
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time between 2013 and 2014. Other irregularities that we looked for included locations with numerous 

recurring calls.  

In addition to average response time, we also calculated the average total call times for historical 

analysis. This was used to estimate the time that a crew would be out of the station once the call was 

deployed. The third statistic that was analyzed was the number and call type. We used the number of calls 

per year as the basis for many of the percentage calculations. In addition, the team compared the historical 

data to the historical records of quantity of fire and EMS personnel as well as the quantity of vehicles and 

equipment. A full analysis of the results obtained by these methods is provided in the Results section of 

this document. 

3.2 Identify and Interview the Different Stakeholders 

The team organized the stakeholders into three preliminary groups: Nantucket Fire Department, 

Nantucket town residents and property owners, and Nantucket town officials. Each group of stakeholders 

has different outlooks on the fire department and their response time.  

3.2.1 Nantucket Fire Department 

The first group of stakeholders was the group that was the most impacted by this project, the 

Nantucket Fire Department. Personnel interviewed included the fire chief, Paul Rhude, the supervisors 

upstairs, the deputy, and on duty fire and EMS personnel. The fire department personnel was affected the 

most on a personal level and the team was looking to them for information and opinions on whether 

partnering with other agencies, increasing staffing, adding more housing, or adding more stations would 

work best for Nantucket. What we hoped to learn was: 

● Department staff perspective on response time limitations 

● Department staff opinions on improving the response time 

● Affordable housing ideas 

● Willingness for satellite deployment  

3.2.2 Town Residents and Property owners 

The second group focused on the town residents and the Nantucket property owners. First, the 

team addressed the property owner’s interest in reducing the response time. This group was recorded as 

either property owners or renters. The team also recorded whether they were employed full time, part 

time, unemployed, or retired. Business owners were interviewed as property owners, but their ownership 

of a business was noted as a consideration. What we hoped to learn was: 

● Residents’ opinions about the fire station and response time 

● Residents’ knowledge of ISO ratings influence on property insurance costs 

● Potential for housing firefighters in private residences 
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3.2.3 Town Officials 

The final group of stakeholders that interviewed was the town officials. The town officials create 

the laws, regulations, and budget, therefore the team hoped to record their perspective and any 

information they had to offer. In addition to the town officials, the team interviewed the chief of police, as 

they may have experienced similar response time issues. Officials interviewed include the town manager, 

the chief of police, and members of the board of selectmen. What we hoped to learn was: 

● Town officials’ opinions on the fire station and the response time 

● Town officials’ opinions on the budget for the fire department 

● Affordable housing ideas 

3.3 Study and assess potential options to reduce the response 

time of Nantucket Fire Department 

The four potential solution topics derived by the sponsor and the team to reduce response time 

were providing increasing firefighter and EMS personnel staffing, housing to department members, 

developing staffed satellite fire and emergency response stations, and partnering with other agencies to 

enhance mutual aid. For each potential solution, the barriers and ways to overcome these barriers were 

addressed. In our study, we attempted to find the best combination of ideas. 

3.3.1 Increased Staff 

The team discussed the staffing budget with the chief to get a better idea. We also looked into the 

national standards and what other relatable fire stations have for staff.  We determined that the procedures 

and goals that the Chief set forth in his presentation in 2015 was sufficient to get to the national and state 

standards in the next few years (Rhude, 2015). 

3.3.2 Housing 

Because the fire department is examining an increase in personnel in next few years, NFD hopes 

to provide housing for new firefighters and paramedic personnel. In order to identify the potential for 

housing new fire department personnel, we visited several locations: 

● Sheriff’s Office 

● Madaket Station 

● Siasconset Station 

 The team explored the inside of these locations two times by ourselves as well as with the group 

working on “The Municipal Housing Crisis” to assess how much space the locations have for repurposing 

and renovating. The team took many pictures and measurements of the inside and outside at these 

locations for reference. In order to determine if these locations were suitable for housing, we had joint-

meetings with the municipal housing group to assess and analyze the notes that were taken from the joint 

exploratory assessment expedition. The contents below are what were discussed during the meeting. 
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● Crucial people that need to be interviewed 

● Valuable information between teams 

● Renovation potential for the locations 

3.3.3 Satellite Stations and Dynamic Deployment 

To assess the viability of adding satellite stations the team looked into expanding the Siasconset 

station. This seemed like the most realistic and important place to expand. With expanding this station, 

the department could put some 24/7 living in the station, which would reduce the response time to the 

eastern side of the island. 

The chief also suggested the team do something to improve the downtown response time. To do 

this we looked into smaller dynamic deployment vehicles to put in the downtown area. The team then 

discussed the findings with the Chief, who helped decide which vehicle would work the best for 

Nantucket. 

3.3.3 Partnering with Other Agencies 

The team discussed how to improve response time by partnering with other agencies with Chief 

Rhude. Companies worked with include the Nantucket Land Bank, the airport crash team, and the 

Nantucket Public Works. Our team toured facilities and discussed the operations with the employees. 

3.3.4 Simulation 

To assess the potential options above, the team developed a simulation script using Python9. We 

implemented Google Map API to estimate the future travel time of fire trucks and ambulances from a 

potential fire station, like the Siasconset Fire Station, to all emergency sites. The script has six 

parameters:  

● Origin latitude 

● Origin longitude 

● Destination latitude 

● Destination longitude 

● Season: summer or winter 

● Time of the day: morning, noon or evening  

To make the script run for multitask, we created an Excel spreadsheet with all the emergency 

locations from the call data. Duplicate locations were deleted and then a command line was created by 

using various formulas. 

Below is an example of the command line that is generated by Excel: 

 

python simulation_winter.py 41.2847963 -70.0990968 41.272057 -70.094224 -s -m && 

python simulation_winter.py 41.2847963 -70.0990968 41.279843 -70.094412 -s -e 

                                                      
9 A programming language 
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 (-s stands for summer, -e stands for evening and -m stands for morning) 

 

After generating all the command lines, the team copied all the command lines to Terminal10 to run the 

simulation script. The script will generate a Text file which will include the latitude and longitude of each 

destination with the travel times. To show the simulation time clearly, we converted the Text file to Excel 

and broke it down by time. Lastly, all the destination locations were into GIS to generate a map. 

 

3.4 Perform cost analysis on various solutions to improve 

response time 

The cost is a large part of why NFD has such a difficult time improving their response time. In 

order to determine the best combination of options for Nantucket, the team looked into the long and short 

term costs of different ideas to improve the department. In addition to the monetary cost, it was important 

to note the cost of inaction. For the fire component, the difference of only a couple of minutes could be 

the difference between a small house fire and a house completely ablaze. For medical emergencies, a few 

minutes of delay could mean permanent damage or even death.  

3.5 Provide detailed recommendations 

The final objective of this project was to provide recommendations to Chief Rhude on how to 

lower their response time. From the cost analysis of potential solutions, the team created 

recommendations to direct the fire department towards meeting the national standards in the quickest and 

cheapest way.  These recommendations were intended to be implemented within five to fifteen years and 

should help the fire department transition into a new phase of medical care and fire protection. 

4 Data Analysis and Quality Control 
 This section is comprised of components of both methods and results. The order we discuss the 

material is: 

1. Incident type organization 

2. Data cleanup 

4.1 Incident Type Organization 

 Over the years, fire stations have evolved, taking on more and more emergency call types. Fire 

departments handle much more than just fires, and to keep track of their responsibilities, National 

                                                      
10 An application in Mac which can run command line  
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organizations have created a complex code system ( Appendix C). Any call that is accepted is designated 

100 through 900 depending on the nature of the call which can be seen below in Table 4.  

 
Table 13: The different codes broken down by 100s. 

After the codes are designated (in the hundreds), they are then broken up further into more 

specific subcategories which can be seen below in Table 5. For example, a 700 type call, which is false 

alarms or false calls, is then further broken down into 730-740 (system detector malfunction), which is 

then further broken down in specific system types like a fire alarm or a carbon monoxide alarm. 

 

 
Table 14: The different codes in the 700s category. 

When the team first arrived on Nantucket, the first priority was to get a better understanding of 

how these codes work. There are many different call types, and getting the small details mixed up is easy. 

For example, the difference between System Malfunction calls (730-740) and Unintentional System 

Operation calls (740-750) is small. The first deals with alarms going off randomly without any stimulus 

and the second deals with alarms being tripped accidentally by the wrong stimulus. To avoid getting 

codes like this mixed up, the team compiled a comprehensive list of the codes in Excel, containing not 

only the textbook definition, but a description of what that type of alarm actually means. This table was a 

big help in keeping the codes straight in our heads and will remain to assist the NFD and future analysts, 

and can be found in Appendix H. 
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4.2 Data Cleanup 

 After understanding how the incident codes operate, we needed to go through and clean the call 

logs. Since the system for recording the times of the calls isn’t automated, this means that it is operated by 

humans, and humans make mistakes. Whether it be ending the call late, or starting the call too early, there 

are always errors and outliers in the data which then throws off the average and median values of the 

response time. 

 There are a few call types that are inherently flawed, so the team counted them as outliers. To 

start off with, 900 and 911 calls are designated as special type incidents and citizens’ complaints 

respectively. These data were removed from response time analysis since the NFD isn’t responding to an 

emergency, and it isn’t time sensitive. The second type deleted from the call logs was any 611 type calls 

which are calls cancelled in route. We felt that since the call wasn’t complete, it shouldn't be counted. The 

last call type deleted was type 462 which is aircraft standby. According to the Chief, aircraft standby is 

when the NFD has to send a truck to watch over an aircraft landing just in case something goes wrong. In 

his opinion, it isn’t worth it to count this call type since they are often times very lengthy and it is just a 

truck sitting and watching an aircraft land (Rhude 2016). 

 Besides deleting these specific call types, we also removed any call that was above a half an hour 

since they were skewing the data. We talked to the Chief and some other on call firefighters and they all 

agreed that for the most part, any call over 30 mins is most likely a mistake. There are always exceptions 

to the rule, but we decided to get rid of those calls, including them would skew the results more than 

deleting them. Any calls recorded with a response time of 0 were also removed as they are very unlikely 

to have been correctly recorded by dispatch (Rhude, 2016). 

 By deleting the “bad” call data, the number of calls decreased by roughly 500 (Figure 15). It is 

important to note that the data and statistics used are based off of this decreased total number of calls. 

Even though the total number of calls decreased, the quality of the data is improved. 

 
Figure 26: Decrease in calls during cleaning process 

 To display how the quality of the response time data improved, in Figure 16, the standard 

deviation of the response time is depicted. From this figure, it can be seen that the standard deviation 
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value decreases and stabilizes for both the 2014 and 2015 data as the data cleaning increases. A lower 

standard deviation means that the data is more accurate about the median, so our data cleanup had a 

positive effect. 

 
Figure 27: 2014/2015 Standard Deviation of Response Time through Data Cleaning Process. 

 To summarize the cleaned data, we created a chart comparing the cleaned data for 2014 and 2015 

(Table 6). These statistics give our best estimate for the true condition of the data. From the chart, we can 

see that the department is not meeting the national standard of 90% of all calls per year responded in less 

than 5 minutes. The department is currently responding to 86% of all calls within 10 minutes. 

 

Table 15: Summary of Cleaned Data for 2014 and 2015 

5 Results 
The team uncovered important data and information about the state of the department and how to 

proceed in the future. In this section, the results of the following are presented: 

1. Response time analysis 

i. Categorical analysis 

ii. Historical response time analysis 

iii. Change in policies 

iv. Staffing analysis 

v. Resource analysis 

2. Dynamic deployment investigation 
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3. Siasconset renovation investigation 

i. Proposals for Siasconset renovation 

4. Insurance investigation 

5. Simulation 

i. Results of simulation 

6. Cost analysis 

5.1 Response Time Analysis 

In this section, we describe the results we got in each of the following analyses: 

1. Response time analysis 

i. Categorical analysis 

ii. Historical response time analysis 

iii. Change in policies 

iv. Staffing analysis 

v. Resource analysis 

 

The volume of calls has risen markedly since 2012 (Figure 17). The team chose not to include the 

number of calls for 2016 in this graph due to having only from January 1, 2016 through June 30, 2016. 

Extrapolating from the number of calls recorded between Jan. 1 & June 30, 2016, the implied number of 

calls for the entire year 2016 would be 2,690, however due to the data not following the trend, the team 

will exclude it from the estimate. 

 

 
Figure 28: History of Call Volume 
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5.1.1 Results of Categorical Analysis 

  
Table 16: Incident Types 

In the Table 7, we listed the general series for incident types. For more specific incident types, 

like fires including fires due to gas vapor explosions (with extremely rapid combustion) (111) or Rescue 

and Emergency Medical Service Incident (321), in Appendix C, the team created a table that includes all 

incident types with definitions and how many personnel and vehicles are required for that specific 

incident type. All the incident types in Appendix C are emergencies, except for the citizens’ complaints 

(900). In figure 18 below, we can see the call volumes of each incident type. In 2015, there was a total of 

3123 calls. The figure 18 shows that sum of the medical calls and false alarms calls are 2,535, which takes 

over 80% calls of the whole year.  
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Figure 29: Incident Types 2015 

The chart below (Figure 19) shows a comparison of all call types between 2007 and 2015. This 

shows that not only is there an increase in total calls, but there is also an increase in EMS calls and false 

alarm calls. 
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Figure 30: Incident Types in 2007 versus 2015 

Next, we examined the trend over time in each incident type, shown in the figures below. Figures 

# show that the number of medical calls (300) and false alarm calls (700) have risen steadily since 2007. 

This upward trend in 300- and 700-type calls is largely responsible for the overall rise in all emergency 

calls since 2007.  Figure 20 indicates these two incident types have increased about 400 calls within nine 

years. Incident types other than these two incident types are a small part of all emergency calls, which has 

less relevant to the response. As far as calls being prioritized to improve overall response times, these two 

incident types should have precedence over the other types of calls because they are responsible for taking 

up the most amount of time. 
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Figure 31: Trends Analysis for EMS Calls and False Calls 2007 - 2015 

5.1.2 Historical Response Time Analysis 

The dispatch was relocated from the Fire Station to the central dispatch facility at the new police 

station near the end of 2013 (Figure 21). According to one of the call supervisors, who has worked at the 

station since before the change was implemented; the response time is now recorded as initiating at 

dispatch time instead of initiating at the alarm/call time.  This procedural change eliminates the elapsed 

seconds of time between alarm/call and dispatch, so the response time should be better.  
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Figure 32: History of Average Response Time 

Figure 22 shows that the average total response time of the raw data stays fairly consistent from 

2007-2011, increases in 2012, and then stays much lower from 2014-2016.  To avoid the data 

discontinuities, for the time sensitive analysis we focused on 2014-present while including all years in the 

categorical analysis. These irregularities with the fire chief, it is his belief that the various policy changes 

enacted on January 1, 2016 are responsible for the increased numbers. The policy change that has had the 

biggest impact is the way automatic alarms are responded too. If the call is an automatic alarm, the truck 

will go with traffic instead of using lights or a siren. This is because most of the time, automatic alarms 

are false alarms and the Fire Department doesn’t want to put others in danger by using lights and sirens 

when it isn’t an emergency. 

 
Figure 33: History of Average Total Time 

 To examine the current 2016 data, we compared the first half of the year, January 1st through the 

June 30th, to the same time span in 2015 in Table 8. This data shows a moderate increase in response 
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time. This was hypothesized to be a result of the policy changes enacted on January 1st, 2016. These 

policy changes will be listed in section 5.1.3. 

 
Table 17: Comparing Statistics for the first half of 2015 to 2016 

To examine our hypothesis, we compared the response times per each category. The distribution 

of call types was consistent with the analysis summarized previously in the 5.1.1 with EMS and false 

alarm and false calls making up the majority of the emergency calls. As such, these two categories have 

the largest influence on response time. From the comparison, it can be seen that the two categories offset 

each other (Figure 23). From this, we conclude that the incomplete data for the year must be the culprit 

for the large increase in response time.  

 

Figure 34: Comparing Response Times of first half of 2015 vs 2016 

5.1.3 Change in Policies 

 At the beginning of 2016, new policies for the fire department were enacted to increase the safety 

while traveling. The largest change is that automatic alarms are not responded to with lights and sirens. 

This is an experiment with the department due to almost all calls being reclassified as false alarms upon 

arrival. The goal of this procedural change is to avoid unnecessary accidents and injuries for civilians 

while in transit to the scene of the call. 
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 Additionally, on call members are now alerted and asked to report to the station when the on duty 

emergency staff is out of the building. This is to avoid the problem of backfilling during concurrent calls, 

where on call staff is only requested for assistance after an additional emergency call is reported. The 

traditional backfilling method typically results in long response times. This policy change helps the most 

during the calls with longer total time, and as 2016 has had a much higher total time, it appears to be a 

lucky coincidence. 

 The third policy change was to attempt to treat all medical emergencies on the scene. This allows 

for serious injuries to be treated and the ambulance to only be used for transporting the patient to the 

hospital.    

5.1.4 NFD Staffing: 2016 & Beyond 

The team has interviewed the Fire Chief, Paul Rhude, about staffing. He said the NFD is going to 

hire new firefighters and paramedic personnel in next few years, which is about four paramedic personnel 

next year and four more firefighters in the following year. In July of 2017, the union will be renegotiating 

contracts, including the creation of a paramedic level job for the NFD. He also said that the NFD is 

seeking 16 seasonal personnel for the summer, most of them college age firefighters and EMT personnel, 

because that age group already lives on island, which means the NFD would not have to worry about 

supplying additional housing for them. Through interviews with the chief and our assessment of the 

current situation, it was determined that in order to increase the staff, the housing situation must be 

remedied first. 

 

5.1.5 Resources Analysis 

Both the Madaket and Siasconset Stations were once fully staffed fire stations.  Today, both are 

used as storage locations and remain unstaffed with no living quarters. The Madaket Fire House (Figure 

24) is a fire station built in 1981. This station is currently a shed able to house one fire engine inside. The 

plot of land that it is on is quite small so it does not have much space to be extended. 
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Figure 35: Madaket Fire Station 

The Siasconset Station (Figure 25) is two and a half times larger than the Madaket Station and 

has two garage bays, capable of storing two vehicles and a decent amount of fire gear. We inspected the 

station and there is potential to extend the station further so it makes better use of all of the property. The 

fire department is considering renovating the station to allow for 24/7 staffing and to be used to handle the 

approximately 60 nearby calls per month during the summer. 
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Figure 36: Siasconset Fire Station 

The Sheriff's Office was the original fire station in the downtown area. Since then, it has been 

repurposed as the police station and fitted with cells and offices. Most of the garage bay was repurposed 

as an office; the upstairs offices remain unused. On the second floor, there are approximately 6-8 rooms, 

the largest of which houses costumes for the Dreamland Theatre across the street. The second floor of the 

Sheriff’s Office might potentially be renovated as dormitory-style housing for fire department personnel 

or other municipal employees. While the town did have plans to repurpose this old office, currently the 

plans have been put on hold due to budget restrictions. Hopefully, given the chance, the town will find 

funds. The building lies in the flood zone.  

We studied the final 2015 blueprints for the new fire station, to be built on 4 Fairground Rd, as an 

extension onto the Police Department. The new fire station will provide eight rooms, each with two beds 

for on-duty fire and emergency personnel. The garage bays are much larger than the current station; 

however most bays will be completely full at the time of move in. It will be able to house all four 

ambulances, six engines and two ladder trucks as well as multiple brush breakers and potentially the 

military surplus Humvee. 

5.2 Dynamic Deployment 

From our geographic analysis using GIS software, we found that the majority of calls that occur 

in the downtown area are located within the historic district of Nantucket. By adding dynamic deployment 

on the northwestern side of the downtown area, approximately 1500 calls could be responded to. Since, a 

large number of calls in this area are medical, 45% in 2015; the focus for a dynamic deployment system 

should be on the medical calls. From our interviews with Chief Rhude, it was determined that the 

Massachusetts government is changing the standards for medical calls (Rhude, 2016). Now instead of 

immediately rushing patients into an ambulance, the standard is to try and provide as much medical care 
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as possible on the scene. To facilitate this, the potential use of a smaller vehicle with room for three 

medical personnel and equipment was discussed.  

5.3 Siasconset Renovation 

In this section, the team came up with a proposal for Siasconset as can be seen below in this 

order: 

1. Siasconset renovation investigation 

i. Proposals for Siasconset renovation 

i. Restricted 

ii. Unrestricted 

iii. Cost 

 

The team looked into the idea of expanding the Siasconset station. This idea would include an 

addition to the back and inside of the station. Currently the station has room for two fire trucks, but no 

space for living. None of the fire fighters currently live on that side of the island, so adding some 24 hour 

living quarters would substantially help not only the department, but also the citizens in Siasconset. 

5.3.1 Proposals for Siasconset Renovation 

 In the investigation into Siasconset, it was determined that there was potential for renovation. To 

establish the potential, the team recorded the zoning laws and created potential floor plans in AutoCad.  

Currently, restrictions include: 

● 5 feet of setback on the sides and rear of the property 

● Only 50% can be built on 

 Chief Rhude believed that demolishing the entire building would not be likely to happen, because 

it is a historic building. In an effort to make the building more aesthetically pleasing, the Chief also 

suggested to make the building something other than a square. The team’s top suggestion is seen below in 

Figures 26, 27, and 28. 
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Figure 37: Top view of addition 

 This total addition of 1,743 square feet is only for one floor. Since we are thinking of adding two floors, the 

total area would be 3,486 square feet. This is a large amount of space that is currently not being used, so adding this 

addition would be very beneficial and noninvasive.  

 

Figure 38: Floor Plan for Potential Renovation 
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Figure 39: Floor plan of addition with labeled rooms 

The team came up with other designs, but they aren’t as realistic or as beneficial as the option 

above. 

Restricted 

Our potential floorplans meeting the current restrictions are illustrated in Figures 29-31. 

 
Figure 40: Top view of additions to cover 35% of the land. 
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Figure 41: Top view of additions to cover 50% of the land 

 
Figure 42: Top view of a building with 50% of the land covered. 

Unrestricted 

 Since this building would be for emergency personnel, there is a possibility that the NFD could 

get an exception to the zoning laws to expand to more than 50% of the land. If this is a possibility, then 

Figure 32 shows one idea that covers 75% of the land. 
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Figure 43: Top view of a building with 75% of the land covered. 

To further the investigation, we estimated the renovation costs of the Siasconset station and broke 

it down into simpler terms. These numbers are purely hypothetical and hope to give a potential insight 

into the costs as shown in Table 9. As shown, with the estimated cost of $1,743,000 based off of the usual 

construction costs of $500 per square foot on Nantucket with the square footage from Figure #, the 

estimated cost per person is only $174.30 if the renovation cost is spread among the approximately 

10,000 full time residents of Nantucket. If the costs were to be financed over 30 years, as many buildings 

are, the cost for each resident would only be $5.81 per year. 

  
Table 18: Hypothetical costs of renovations separated to cost for different time spans 

5.4 Potential Insurance Changes 

In figure 33, everything on the inside of the 5 mile radius, is “safe” according to insurance 

companies, where anything on the outside is not. Insurance companies rate everything with an ISO rating, 

which relies on where the building is in comparison to a staffed fire station. Currently the insurance rates 

for Siasconset are a higher than the ones downtown. 
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Figure 44: 5 mile radius around the current station 

From an insurance company on the island, the rate of property insurance premium is 0.23% for 

ISO 4 and 0.314% for ISO 9. If the Siasconset station was able to be staffed with a couple of firefighter, 

the ISO rating would be better and the response time would also improve. Currently there are 13,929 

buildings within a 5 mile radius. Figure 34 shows the amount of coverage the fire department would have 

if they were able to staff the Siasconset station. If the Siasconset station is added, 2,328 buildings would 

be affected. These 2,328 building would have their ISO rating substantially lowered. 

 
Figure 45: 5 mile radii around the fire stations if the Siasconset station was fully staffed 

In the communications with the Nantucket insurance companies, the team discovered that the ISO 

4 and ISO 9 rated properties have significantly different insurance rates. Property insurance premiums for 

ISO 4 is approximately 0.23% of property value and premiums for ISO 9 is approximately 0.314% of the 

property value. To show how this affects the premiums, we summarized the values in Table 10.  
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Table 19: Difference from ISO 4 to ISO 9 as well as the savings between them. 

 

Another way to view this is the trend line graph, Figure 35. In addition, we showed the potential savings 

of going from ISO 9 to ISO 4 in the table. For an average house value of $1.5 million, the potential 

savings is $3.45 per day, which a little bit more than a cup of coffee. 
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Figure 46: Trend lines for the ISO 4 and ISO 9 rates of insurance. 

As shown, the potential savings of the average house being re-designated an ISO4 rating from an 

ISO9 rating is greater than the potential costs of renovating the Siasconset station. 

5.5 Simulation 

In this section, we look into the results of creating a simulation. 

5.5.1 Response time simulation 

The simulation script will estimate response time with assuming one of the solutions has been 

implemented. In the Figure 36, the team assumes all the three potential locations, new fire station, 

Siasconset Fire Station and Sheriff’s office have been implemented.  The data showing in Figure 36 

generated by simulation script with the parameter as winter. From Figure 36 we can see that the response 

time can be lowered to around 5 mins in downtown area. For Siasconset area, compare Figure 36 and 

Figure 37, the green and blue dots have become red dots which is less than 5 minutes. After calculations 

and analysis, the team concluded that if the downtown deployment program was implemented and 
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Siasconset Fire Station was renovated and staffed, the average response time will be lowered to 6 mins 

and median response time will be lowered to 5 mins. 

 
Figure 47: Simulation Results of the Three Recommendation Locations 

 
Figure 48: 2015 Call Data 
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This simulation system is only a basic script and has inaccuracy of the travel time of fire engines 

and ambulances because of these factors: 

● Traffic: the fire engines could get stuck on the way to the emergency site due to the 

narrow roads and congested areas in the summer. 

● Concurrent calls: sometimes the off duty personnel need to respond to the next call, 

which increases the response time. 

● Weather: extreme weather could slow the speed of the fire engine or ambulance. 

 

 
Figure 49: 2,723 Emergency Calls Divided by Time 2015 versus Simulation 

From the figure 38 above, after the simulation, the response time of emergency calls improved 

from 39% to 55%. The response time over 10 mins, which is much longer than national standard, has 

been lowered by 7%. If the three locations had been implemented, the response time will get improved 

considerably. 
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6 Recommendations 
The Nantucket Fire Department currently has a response time above the national standard 

due to under-staffing, facility centralization, and heavy seasonal traffic. These problems have 

multiple components that all connect to lead to an increased response time. Understaffing is the 

largest issue faced by the NFD (NFD Staffing Finding). The easiest way to remedy this would be 

to hire new people. However, there is nowhere to house new staff since the housing prices are so 

high on Nantucket.11 Normally, staff would be located at other fire stations, but since the island 

does not have fully staffed satellite stations, this does not offer a solution. Solving just one of 

these challenges would be both expensive and difficult, so finding a solution that incorporates 

each would be the most effective way to improve the time and quality of emergency responses. 

The following writing outlines our team’s recommendations to the NFD, with explanation of 

how they could improve the issue stated above. 

 

Recommendation 1: Refine the dispatch information system to improve data quality and 

availability for analysis. The fire station records every call, even if the call does not have any 

bearing on response time. To analyze response time, it is necessary to clean the data of irrelevant 

points. A potential future project would be to help the NFD find a way to automatically clean 

calls. If the fire department were to have two sets of data, cleaned and uncleaned, they could 

send the full data to the state as required, but still have cleaned data for statistical analysis. 

Developing the data information system would require programming and design skills consistent 

with that of WPI students, and could likely be completed within the seven weeks period of an 

IQP. In this potential project, the team would need to complete the following tasks in order to 

complete the system: 

● Compile a standard for clean data 

● Split data into two sets, clean and unclean 

● Develop a program that automatically cleans the data 

● Share information with the fire department  

 

Recommendation 2: Purchase and implement a dynamic deployment vehicle and deploy it 

as the Nantucket Fire Department’s first-responder downtown. A dynamic deployment 

vehicle would need to include all necessary ALS gear and be small and stable enough to handle 

Nantucket’s narrow cobblestone streets. The downtown area is prone to having many medical 

calls, especially during the summer (See Dynamic Deployment Finding). This is partially 

because of the cobblestone and rough sidewalks functioning as challenging walking surfaces for 

                                                      
11 There is another IQP team working on affordable housing. To find out more in depth information on the 

Nantucket Housing Crisis, visit http://wp.wpi.edu/nantucket/projects/projects-2016/town-managers-office/ 

http://wp.wpi.edu/nantucket/projects/projects-2016/town-managers-office/
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many visitors. One potential location for this vehicle for standby is in front of the sheriff's station 

because not only is it downtown, but it is also close to the Madaket side of the island. Having a 

vehicle that can access both the downtown area as well as parts of Madaket would be extremely 

valuable for decreasing response time. Multiple companies were contacted for comparable 

vehicles. Their estimates revealed that the cost of a dynamic deployment vehicle is extremely 

varied, ranging anywhere from $20,000-$300,000 based on vehicle type and the amount of 

customization required. One potential, less expensive solution is to provide one of the companies 

with a vehicle, such as an SUV, to be fitted with pre-fabricated equipment racks. This could be 

addressed by a future student project, and should be addressed as quickly as possible, as the 

simulation project shows a large potential improvement for response time and quality. To 

complete this recommendation, the fire department and future project teams should: 

● Determine necessary specifications to implement in the dynamic deployment vehicle 

● Contact multiple dynamic deployment vehicle customization companies for cost 

estimates including:  

○ Odyssey Specialty Vehicles (http://www.odysseysv.com) 

○ FastLane Emergency Vehicles (http://flev.com) 

○ PL Custom Emergency Vehicles (http://www.plcustom.com) 

● Designate funding within the budget for the vehicle or vehicles chosen 

● Train fire department personnel to ALS levels to fully utilize the vehicle with 2-3 persons 

  

Recommendation 3: Renovate and reopen the Siasconset fire station as a fully staffed 

station. This station is currently used as a garage to house older engines, and does not have any 

space for housing, offices, or bunk rooms. There are about 30 calls per month in the winter and 

about 60 calls per month in the summer in this area (NFD, 2016). An additional incentive for 

reopening the Siasconset fire station is the current ISO insurance ratings. If the Siasconset station 

was renovated and expanded, the insurance rates in the Siasconset area would decrease 

substantially as would the response times. We recommend that the data be shown to the town to 

support this statement, along with the simulation (Figure ES. 10). The potential savings in 

response time and potential to save lives could have a significant impact on Nantucket residents. 

In order to implement this change, the NFD would need town support and funding. To enact this 

recommendation in the next 5-10 years, the town and fire department should: 

● Run a feasibility study 

● Establish funding 

● Build the addition 

● Increase staffing 

 

The recommended renovation is displayed in Figures ES.8 and ES.9. 

http://www.odysseysv.com/
http://flev.com/
http://www.plcustom.com/
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Figure ES.50: Top view of addition 

     This total addition of 3,486 square feet over two floors would allow housing for seasonal 

employees as well as providing capabilities for 24/7 staffing. There are two bunk rooms for 

seasonal employees, which would provide housing for four additional summer staff. The town 

owns the building, so they would not need to buy new property. It is important to note that this 

design would retain the historical components of the building. 

 

Figure ES.51: Floor plan of addition with labeled rooms 

     Our team found, through contacting multiple local insurance companies, that insurance rates 

are based on where a building is in comparison to a fire station. The least expensive insurance 

rates are on buildings located within a 5-mile radius of a staffed fire station. This radius has a 

dramatic effect on a building’s ISO12 rating, causing an immense effect on annual insurance 

premiums. The current rating in the Siasconset area is an ISO 9 rating, while within the 5-mile 

radius of the centralized station, there is an ISO 4 rating. If the Siasconset station were to be 

reopened and fully functional, 2,328 buildings would now qualify for lower ISO ratings (Figure 

ES. 10). Additionally, the reopening would result in savings for all properties that experience an 

ISO rating decrease. 

 

                                                      
12 ISO is the International Organization for Standardization. They develop and publish International Standards for a 

variety of fields from fire protection insurance to medical devices. 
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Figure ES.52: 5-mile insurance circles and savings based on ratings 

The renovation costs of the Siasconset station were roughly estimated to cost $1,743,000 

based on construction costs of $500 per square foot (Table ES.7). The upkeep and staffing is 

estimated to be $1,200,000 per year (Rhude, 2016). The estimated annual insurance savings is 

based off the ISO rating changes, the number of buildings affected, and the median value of the 

houses affected. It is important to note that the savings do not go directly to the town, they go to 

the property owners affected. The town could potentially explore the designation of fire 

protection districts into the town. This would allow for specialized taxes that could go directly to 

the fire department. 

 
Table ES.20: Estimated Annual Costs and Insurance Savings of Siasconset Reopening 

Recommendation 4: Use and further develop the simulation software. To estimate future 

response times, a basic simulation script was developed that implements Google Maps API. The 

simulation script can be optimized to conduct cost analysis precisely based on the NFD call data 

by predicting how much response time will be reduced when the solution has been proposed. For 

the NFD to determine the most cost effective solution, they first should:  

● Decide new station locations 

● Hire more staff 

● Implement dynamic deployment 

 

This script could be further developed to reduce response time through optimizing routes and 

choosing the best stations to deploy from. Therefore, it would be advantageous to have this 
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program further developed after the previous two recommendations are implemented. To 

develop the simulation further, the following steps should be taken: 

3. The script should be able to determine which station is the most accessible location for a 

specific emergency call. Based on the existing simulation script, this step is easily 

developed and could be done first in two months. In the case that this task becomes a 

WPI IQP, the group should include all time influential factors such as concurrent calls, 

extreme weather, and extreme traffic as variables, and add them to the script. Once those 

variables are added, the team should create a user-friendly interface to let people in the 

fire department access the program easily. 

 

4. After a user interface is made, the system can be further optimized. The program can be 

improved to find the best route to the emergency site. In the summer, there is a lot of 

congestion in the downtown area, which makes it difficult for emergency vehicles to 

reach their destinations. Through machine learning and algorithm optimization, this 

system can give advice as to what the fastest route for emergency vehicles is, and 

eventually it should be able to show detours to avoid congested areas. Finding the fastest 

route when there is traffic will be difficult to implement. The group that develops this 

simulation should devise the algorithms by themselves instead of implementing Google 

API, which takes time. The time it takes to develop the system will be based on the 

technical ability of the group in charge of designing this system.  

 

We recommend that this potential project be considered by the Nantucket Project Center in 

conjunction with the WPI Fire Protection Engineers or WPI Computer Science majors and the 

NFD. This project could be organized as an IQP or MQP. To determine the most appropriate 

methods to work on this project, the following necessary knowledge should be taken into 

consideration. The team must fully understand the following topics: 

● Traffic circumstances in Nantucket  

● Call codes used by the fire department 

● How to code the necessary recommendations for the simulation 

● Share this simulation with the fire department and educate them on its use 

 

Table ES.8 summarizes the initial costs of Siasconset renovations and the dynamic deployment 

vehicle. 
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Table ES.21: Cost of Siasconset Station Reopening 

The GIS maps below estimate how much the response time would be reduced after all three 

recommendations, including the new fire station, the Siasconset fire station, and the dynamic 

deployment standby location, have been implemented (Figure ES.11). Compared to the 2015 

data, the downtown area in the simulation data is covered by green dots, which designates less 

than 5 minutes of response time. In the Siasconset area in 2015, the map is dominated by larger 

than 10 minute response times. After simulation implementation, the response times improve 

considerably. 

 

Figure ES.53: 2015 Call Data (left) Compared to Simulation Results of Recommendation Locations (right) 
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7 Conclusions and Acknowledgements  
 This project has been a great learning experience for the whole team. Not only have we gained 

individual skills such as coding, GIS mapping, and Excel graphing, but we have also learned how to 

cooperate and coordinate with other people in a team. We have learned how to work together on an in-

depth project, conduct interviews, and write a report. On top of working with other students, we also 

learned how to conduct ourselves in a professional setting. The fire department has been an integral part 

of our project and working with them has showed us not only how a fire department runs, but what it 

means to truly devote yourself to bettering the community for others. The fire station runs off mutual 

respect, discipline and order, all things that will help us later in life. Nothing would get done without the 

fire fighters respecting each other and the engines and ambulances wouldn't work without proper 

maintenance done every day.     

 The team would like to give a huge thank you to both of our advisors. Scott Jiusto showed us how 

important it is to clean data before using it. He took the time to learn every little detail about our project 

and gave us feedback in a timely manner. Not only was Scott Jiusto an informative and capable advisor, 

but he always took the time to try and make meetings fun and less stressful. Fred Looft was a huge part in 

finding information about the insurance data. He also came up with many interesting and helpful ideas. 

Fred Looft also took the time out of his busy schedule to take several of us to the hospital when we were 

in need. They both made sure the team was prospering and on track to success. These two advisors truly 

cared about how the project turned out and spend a huge portion of time editing our work. We appreciated 

that they came up with many good points and really made the team think about the effects we would have 

on Nantucket. 

 Peter Morrison was also a huge help with our project. We would like to thank him for his 

expertise in data analysis and taking the time to come to our weekly meetings. He also did our team a 

huge favor and reviewed our data sections and helped us compile useful data. He is a very kind and 

interesting man. Mr. Morrison also always came up with very interesting and helpful ideas that helped us 

branch out our project. We truly appreciated all his help and advice. 

 The team loved working the with Nantucket Fire Department. We would like to thank the fire 

department staff for talking with us and being so kind. Their expertise in their profession provided 

invaluable insight that helped make a complicated task a little bit easier. We truly appreciated how 

welcoming and helpful they were. We enjoyed the talks, truck rides, and dogs.  

We would like to thank Chief Paul Rhude for not only being so helpful with our project, but also 

for taking the time out of his busy schedule to show us the island. The trips were not only fun, but very 

helpful as they gave us insight into the various issues on the island. He was willing to drive us to the 

station in bad weather so we could continue to work on our project. Paul Rhude is truly one of the kindest 

men we have ever met. We were extremely lucky that we had him as a sponsor and we wish him luck in 

his pursuit of excellence at the fire station and all his other endeavors. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: 

This appendix includes important background information found within the previous project’s report13. 

They are the examples that the team designed our own GIS analysis upon. 

 
Figure A.1: Spatial distribution of central station and 2 satellite stations with industry standard radius of 

2 miles for an ideal 5 min response time 

                                                      
13 Previous group’s report can be accessed at: http://wp.wpi.edu/nantucket/files/2014/11/NFD-Enhancing-

Emergency-Response.pdf 

http://h/
http://h/
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Figure A.2: Spatial Distribution of Response Times on Nantucket for 2013 Grouped by Response Time 

 

  

 
Figure A.3: Spatial Distribution of 2013 Calls Grouped by Distance from Station 
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Appendix B: 

This appendix shows the GIS maps that the team created using the data recorded by the state of 

Massachusetts for Nantucket. Figures B.1-B.10 break the data down into call types. For more information 

on what the call type numbers mean, see Appendix C. Figures B.11-B.14 break the information up into 

the different times the fire department takes to respond to a call. 

 
Figure B.1: The distribution of different call types for 2016 

 
Figure B.2: 2016 Call Data of Type 100 (Fire) 
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Figure B.3: 2016 Call Data of Type 200 (Overpressure Rupture, Explosion, Overheat) 

 
Figure B.4: 2016 Call Data of Type 300 (Medical) 
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Figure B.5: 2016 Call Data of Type 400 (Hazardous Condition) 

 
Figure B.6: 2016 Call Data of Type 500 (Service Call) 
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Figure B.7: 2016 Call Data of Type 600 (Good Intent Call) 

 
Figure B.8: 2016 Call Data of Type 700 (False Alarm and False Call) 
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Figure B.9: 2016 Call Data of Type 800 (Severe Weather and Natural Disaster) 

 
Figure B.10: 2016 Call Data of Type 900 (Special Incident Type) 
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Figure B.11: 2016 Call Data of Response Time less than 5 minutes

 
Figure B.12: 2016 Call Data of Response Time between 5-10 minutes 
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Figure B.13: 2016 Call Data of Response Time between 10-15 minutes 

 
Figure B.14: 2016 Call Data of Response Time more than 15 minutes 
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Appendix C: Incident Types (NFIRS 5.0 COMPLETE 

REFERENCE GUIDE14) 

This appendix describes all the different incident numbers. For each type of call the fire department has a 

three-digit number that correlates with it. 

 

 

                                                      
14 Massachusetts Fire Incident Reporting System Version 5, Quick Reference Guide: here. 

http://www.mass.gov/eopss/docs/dfs/osfm/firedata/download/mass-qrg.pdf
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Appendix D: Interview Questions 

This is how the team started each interview: 

Hello, we are students from Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI). We are working with the Nantucket 

Fire Department on two issues that impact response time, namely understaffing and lack of resources. 

What we would like to do is ask you a series of questions related to the overall response time of the NFD, 

so that we can get a better understanding on how to help improve the Nantucket community. For this 

project, we will be writing a report and some of your answers might be included, if that is okay with you. 

If there are any questions you would rather not answer, feel free to say “pass” and we will move on. You 

are also free to leave at any point of the interview, if you feel the need. We will be asking you a series of 

questions relating to the Nantucket Fire Department. Before we start, do you have any questions? 

Okay, for a little bit of background: 

● The current average emergency response time of the NFD is 7 and a half minutes with 90% of the 

calls responded to within 15 minutes. 

● The national standard is to respond within 5 minutes for 90% of calls. 

Nantucket Fire Department 

  

1.  In your experience, is there enough staff at the station to respond to the calls? Are there any 

instances where having more staff would have made your job get done faster? 

2. Do you have an additional job other than working at the fire department? If so how many? 

3. Given that the average response time is significantly longer than the national standard, can you 

identify some problems that you have experienced that made the response slower? 

4. One potential solution the team has identified is partnering with another agency such as the police 

department and cross-training. What are your thoughts on this? 

5. Another potential solution is involved with the possibility of creating affordable housing for fire 

department staff. Are you currently living on Nantucket? 

a. If no, why do you not live on Nantucket? (where do you live, and how do you get here?) 

b. If yes, what is your current housing situation (rent/lease/own, stipend from department)? 

  

Town Residents and Property owners 

1. Is the property that you are living in on the island owned by you or are you renting/leasing? 

2. Are you currently employed full time, part time, unemployed, or retired? 

3. Have you ever personally experienced a fire on Nantucket? If so, were you satisfied with the 

service? 

4. Have you ever needed to call the fire department?  If so, were you satisfied with their response? 

5. Would you be willing to pay more in taxes, if it helps to improve the fire department’s emergency 

response time, and potentially decrease the insurance number? 
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6. Limiting factors are traffic and congested streets in downtown, the long distance from the central 

station for Siasconset and Madaket, and understaffing when there is concurrent (more than one at 

a time) calls. Is there a way that you think they could reduce the response time? 

7. Currently the firefighters are having a hard time finding housing and this is part of the reason why 

they are understaffed. Do you have any empty rooms? If so, would you be willing to rent one to a 

firefighter? 

Town Officials 

1. Have you worked with the fire department before? 

2. Have you ever needed the fire department? If so, how? 

3. The national standard is response within 5 minutes for 90% of calls. Do you think the response 

time of the Nantucket fire department is satisfactory? 

4. Limiting factors are traffic and congested streets in downtown, the long distance from the central 

station for Siasconset and Madaket, and understaffing when there is concurrent (more than one at 

a time) calls. Is there a way that you think they could reduce the response time? 

5. Is there any room for the budget to be increased to either increase wages for fire and medical 

personnel or hire further additional staff? Why or why not? 

6. Housing is a huge part in why the fire department is understaffed. Do you think there is a way to 

fix this? 

a. Do you think any land conservation company be willing to donate land to help with 

housing or a new fire station? 

7. Do you think the public is satisfied with the fire department? Why or why not? 

 

 

Appendix E: Nantucket Zoning Laws for Three Potential 

Locations 

Siasconset Fire House 

● Area: .25 AC 

●  SOH zone 

○ Minimum Lot Size: 5,000 ft2 

○ Frontage: 50 ft. 

○ Ground Cover Ratio: 50% 

○ Front Setback: 0 ft. 

○ Side/Rear Setback: 5 ft. 

Madaket Fire House 

● Area: .14 AC 

● VR zone 

○ Minimum Lot Size: 20,000 ft2 
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○ Frontage: 75 ft. 

○ Ground Cover Ratio: 10% 

○ Front Setback 20 ft. 

○ Side/Rear Setback: 10 ft. 

Old Fire Station (Sheriff Station) 

● CDT zone 

○ Minimum Lot Size: 3,750 

○ Frontage: 35 ft. 

○ Ground Cover Ratio: 75% 

○ Front Setback: 0 ft. 

○ Side/Rear Setback 0/5 ft. 
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Appendix F: Purging the Data 

 
Figure F.1: 2014 Cleaned Data 1 

 The first round of cleaning deleted all 0’s in the call data and anything above an hour response 

time at the airport or the hospital. 
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Figure F.2: 2014 Data without any 462 calls  

 
Figure F.3: 2014 Cleaned data 3 

The third round of cleaning data excluded any response time above 30 mins and any response that was 1 

minute that went to the hospital. 
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Figure F.4: 2014 Data Cleared of all 611, 900 and 911 calls 

 
Figure F.5: 2015 Data Cleaned data 1 

The first round of cleaning deleted all 0’s in the call data and anything above an hour response time at the 

airport or the hospital. 
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Figure F.6: 2015 Data without any 462 calls 

 

 
Figure F.7: 2015 Cleaned Data 3 

The third round of cleaning data excluded any response time above 30 mins and any response that was 1 

minute that went to the hospital. 
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Figure F.8: 2015 Data Cleared of all 611, 900 and 911 calls 
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Appendix G: Simulation Data 

 

 
Figure G.1: 2015 Original Data 
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Figure G.2: 2015 Data if the New Station was used 

 
Figure G.3: 2015 Data if the Siasconset Station was renovated 
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Figure G.4: 2015 Data if the Downtown dynamic deployment was added 

 
Figure G.5: 2015 Data if all recommendations were used 

 

  


